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EDITOR'S

NOTE

This spring Ken Pecka, 180, associate director of academic computing, has
been walking the Loop with a measuring wheel in one hand, a pad and pencil
in the other.
His manner is so quiet and unobtrusive you'd never suspect he's laying plans
to launch the entire Whitworth campus
into cyberspace.
Cyberspace, of course, is the land
beyond the computer screen - the realm
of Internet, bulletin boards and e-maiL
This summer, the paths Pecka measures
will be trenched and inlaid with two
miles of fiber-optic cable. By September, every office, every classroom, and
every residence hall room on campus
will be plugged into cyberspace. (See
"Cyber revolution hits campus" on
Page 6.)
Suddenly, Whitworth
students will
find the world at their fingertips. One
click of a button will connect them with
people and information thousands of
miles away.
Freshman Kate Hancock learned
how to "surf" the Internet before coming to Whitworth College. Her favorite
online activity is exploring Internet
bulletin boards. "My dad is going to
teach me how to post request-for-information bulletins," she says. "He posts
them all the time and gets replies from

As part of his spring internship in
computer science, sophomore Derek
Smith is helping to design the college's
official "home page," which will go
online this summer.

people all over the world."
Once she figures out how to navigate the World Wide Web, she hopes to
visit libraries and information resources
all over the globe.
Sophomore Derek Smith is already
a skilled Web surfer who can navigate
from Website to Website faster than
most people can dial a telephone.
Hav-

ing access to the Internet in his room
will be convenient, he says. "I won't
have to wait for a free computer in the
library. I can get on the Internet at any
time during the day or night. Sometimes the best time I have is late at
night."
Connecting the entire campus to
cyberspace puts Whitworth on the leading edge of this information revolution.
At a cost of $500,000, the decision was
a major one, but it makes Whitworth a
standout among private colleges around
the country.
"The Internet gives me a total advantage in education," says sophomore
Chris Woods. "Without access to it,
you're going to be left behind."
House Speaker Newt Gingrich proclaimed at a recent Washington conference, "Cyberspace is the land of knowledge, and the exploration of that land
can be a civilization's truest, highest
calling."
Our college is answering that call,
and the speed and ease with which
information is becoming available to us
in cyberspace will change our homes,
our classrooms, our workplaces. It will
transform our lives.
At Whitworth, students are ready for
the journey.
£'7
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CALENDAR
Lecture on Benjamin Britten's War Requiem

- May1,7 p.rn., MusicBuildingRecitalHall.
Jazz Choir Concert - May 2, 7:30 p.m.,
Music BuildingRecital Hall.
Simpson-DuvanLectureship - May4, 7:30
p.rn., Music Building Recital Hall.
Handbells Concert -

May 5, 8 p.m., Music

BuildingRecnal Hall.
No/About Heroes- May6·7, 8 p.m., Stage
11,COWles Memorial AUditorium.For ticket
informationcall (509) 466·3225.
Chamber Singers Concert - May 7, 4 p.m.,

Music BuildingRecital Hall.
Commencement Weekend -

May 12-14.

Commissioning Service for Seniors - May
12,8:30 p.m., Seeley G. Mudd Chapel.

2

Heritage Day for the Class of 1945 and so.
plus Reunion - May 13-14.
Best of Shows - May 13, 1 p.m., Stage II,

Fall1995 EveningClasses Begin- Sept. 6.
Fall 1995 Day Classes Begin - Sept. 7.

Cowles Memorial Auditorium.

Sept. 14, 5 p.m .. Whitworth Cotlege
Fieldhouse. FeaturingSteve Alford.Call(509)
46&3224 for more information.
Homecoming - Oct. 7·8.
Fallrheatre Production - Oct, 19-22, Mea-

Wind Ensemble Concert in the Park 13, 2:30 p.m., Loop.

May

Senior Honors Recital May 13, 4 o.m.,
Music Building Recital HaiL
45-year Reunion for the Classes of 1949, '50

and '51-June
Elderhostell-

9-11.
June 11-17.

25-year Reunion for the Classes of 1969, '70

and '71- June 23-25.
Elderhostelll - july 2-8.
Institute of Ministry - August 14-18.

WHITWORTH

Pirate Night Dinner and Sports Auction-

sure for Measure, by Wilham Shakespeare.
Cowles Memorial Auditorium.

Board of Trustees - Oct. 27-28.
For more information about the events
listed without phone numbers, please
call (509) 46&3291,
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Thought-provoking

It is not often that I write a letter to a

college publication,

accurately,
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tent, for its openness to a topic that undoubtedly is not mainstream, yet, just the same, is
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I read a specific article in it

after perusing the pages. The article was
titled, IIBy Design."
I am not and do not consider myself a
"creationist,"
but I do consider myself
open-minded to a wide variety of topics. r
thoroughly enjoyed this article for its con-

Associate Editor
Tim Wolf

Editorial Assistants
Nancy Gunn Harsha
Florence Young

nor often that I even

read them! However, I did read your winter 1994-95 issue of Whitworth Today; more

Editor
Pat Sturko

Contributors
Kathy Cook
Wyn Hill
Ann Kennaly
Kyle Storm, '74
Ryan Wilhite, '96
Tad Wisenor, '89

by design

Continuing

commitment

I just finished reading W/1itJ,vortll Today cover to cover. As always, it provided me with a warm and friendly visit
with the college.
My appreciation
for Whitworth College and its unique commitment
to educating the heart and mind continues. It

certainly made a valuable contribution

to

my life.
I also appreciate Whitworth's continued commitment
to the Christian faith
and church. I believe that Dale Soden's
article was an accurate reflection of where
I have seen Whitworth over the years.
- Dave Coleman, '66

Tacoma, Washington
Editor's note: Dale Soden's article, "Whitworth College and the Presbyterian Church: A

New Direction for an Enduring Vision, was
the cover stOly ot our winter 1994-95 issue,
pictured above. Dr. Soden is an associate
professor of history and director of Continuing Studies for Whitworth College. He is also
1/

author of the college's centennial history book,
A Venture of Mind and Spirit: An Illustrated History of Whitworth College.

timely and thought-provoking.
Some in today's scientific and academic
world think that we are rapidly approaching the end of an age, not in a religious
sense but in an understanding
and informational one, that science and modern
advancements
are rapidly closing in on
the mysteries of the universe and existence. But I perceive through my readings
that the farther we delve into these mysteries the further back the veil keeps moving to the point that what has been known
begins almost to mysteriously disappear!
Indeed, we are approaching an end of
an age if science and technology
take
themselves so seriously that they become
blinded to everything but what originates
in their own camp, if any outside ideas,
theories or even facts begin to offer some
alternative ideas and science and technologycannot get beyond their own sneers of
prejudice.
The article by Tim Wolf by no means
upsets modern scientific thought or research, but it sure does raise some interesting questions and is very thought -provoking. And I thought you ought to know
that someone (and probably many more)
enjoyed it!
I will look forward to the next issue of
Whitworth Today and hope that something equally slimulalingwil! be contained
in it!
- Tom R. Shelly, pastor
Christ Lutheran Church
Spokane, Washington

Whitworth Today welcomes letters to the editor about topics of general interest
to its readers. Letters must be accompanied by the author's signature and address,
and are subject to editing and condensation for the sake of clarity and brevity. Send
letters to: Editor, Whitworth Today, Whitworth College, 300 W. Hawthorne Rd.,
Spokane, WA 99251-3102. You may also fax your letter to us: (509) 466-3729.
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LETTERS

Naturalism run amok
I appreciated the story about my friend
and former student Steve Meyer in the
most recent issue of Whitworth Today.
Clearly, Dr. Meyer has pressed a hot button in his quest to convince an unbelieving scientific community that life with its
exquisite structure and complex operation shows all the signs of having been
designed. What I cannot understand is
why Christians in science are so reluctant
to embrace the idea of inteiiigent design.
Anyone who makes a study of humandesigned entities - everything
from
Leonardo's statue of David to a computer
chip - recognizes that they exist because
human intelligence conceived of them
and then worked out the required design
details and methods of construction. In
the case of living organisms, it is obvious
that humans were not the designers, but
that doesn't mean the absence of design.
ln fact, what life scientists are revealing
every year shows a far higher order of
design than humans have ever conceived.
The resistance of atheists [to Meyer's
theories] is certainly understandable, for
they know that to admit design is to
acknowiedge a high-caiiber designer that
iikeiy goes by the name God. As for scientists who are Christians, their resistance
to intelligent design is most likely a bending over backward to be fair to atheistic
colleagues, especially to those who have
shown such brilliance in unraveling the
nuts and bolts of living organisms. J suggest they bend the other way and acknowledge that their God designed iife
and brought it into being, however He
accomplished the task.
Meyer confronts a scientific establishment that has accepted naturalism not
only as a modus operandi but as a world
principle - in reality, a disguised atheism. God is allowed no place to interact
with the material realm, not even to create it or anything in it. So when Meyer
comes questioning a naturalistic origin
for life, he Is immediateiy iaughed out of
court by naturalists and even by some scientists who are Christian.
Meyer is greeted by a naturalistic faith
statement to the effect that somewhere
back in Archean time almost four billion

4

years ago, an unknown naturalistic process turned simple inorganic molecules
into life. To my way of thinking, such a
response is equivalent to attributing Mt.
Rushmore's four presidents to the prescient hand of weathering and erosion.
So my hat is off to Dr. Steve Meyer.
May he have success as he tilts against the
dragon of a naturalism run amok.
- Edwin A. Olson
Professor Emeritus of Geology
Whitworth College

On God and origins
Whiie it is true that Steve Meyer and I
disagree on some issues, it is an error simply
to dismiss that difference of opinion as my
contentment "to wait for the Darwinists to
solve the problem." i object to the use of
"Darwinists" to designate all those who
wonder whether the secrets about the processes that generated life lie hidden in the
created world. To label someone a Darwinist is to suggest, not too subtly, that the
person is devoid of any belief in God or His
participation in the creation.
1 don't intend my comments to minimize Steve's intellectual endeavors. I sincerely admire the zeal and energy with
which he tends his ideological obsession.
He is truly an unapologetic contemporary
proponent of an ancient notion. Did not
the Psalmist write, "The heavens declare the
giory of God; the skies prociaim the work of
his hands"? However, most of the article is
about Meyer's activity and the ensuing wake
of controversy that entangles him. There is
so little discussion about the nature and
origin of the "incredible evidence for intelligent design" that I wonder what the fuss is
all about. I find it ironically interesting that
the evidence used to support intelligent design theories is information about nature
that has been assembled by scientists empioying a methodology which these theorists are wont to discredit. We only know of
these evidences because of the singular success of science in its interrogation of the
material universe.
For Steve, the questions of the origin of
life and the notion of intelligent design are
inseparably iinked. i think they are distinct
probiems and may be solved best by recognizing the distinction. It is one thing to
argue that the incredible compiexi ty of moiecules and cells is evidence of intelligent
design. It's quite another to insist that that
conclusion per se explains the origin of life.

WHITWORTH

Intelligent design theory cannot explain
the processes that produced living matter.
The theory has no explanatory power. There
is only the insistence that God be given the
credit. I have no quarrel with that.
The creation of the universe was not an
event. The universe appears to be in process.
It is not yet what it will become and it is no
longer what it once was. The origin of life is
but one of many mysterious processes of
this unfolding universe. To single out the
origin of life as the one event in the history
of the universe which requires a special
intervention by an intelligence seems to me
to be quite arbitrary. The unimaginable
complexity of living matter notwithstanding, there is no evidence to suggest that its
emergence was not a process nor that it was
an event that requires a unique explanation
different from that of other natural phenomena. The best thinking from particle
physicists and astronomers, as well as that
from complexity and chaos theorists, indicates that the origin and evolution of life is
inextricably tied to the origin and evolution
of the universe. Some go so far as to suggest
that, given the qualities of the universe, the
emergence of life was inevitable.
Intelligent design theory, like other theological and philosophical proclamations, is
impotent when it comes to providing explanations about nature's processes. It has
no methodology with which to interrogate
the physical worid. Steve alludes to undefined supernatural processes to explain what
he has concluded natural processes cannot
do. Given the difficuity of learning what
natural processes can do, I wonder how he
can be so confident about what natural
processes cannot do. Every minute, cells
employing natural processes go about making [lew cells with all their fascinating structural complexity, in spite of Steve's insistence that "ordinary processes of nature
cannot produce the complexity we see at
work in a celL
While 1 affirm without reservation the
cry of the Psalmist that the universe declares
the giory of God, i persist in my optimism
that science still affords the best chance of a
breakthrough in our understanding of how
His creation came to be. And Igrow weary of
the insistence of intelligent design protagonists and other creationists that my stance
automatically negates my belief in Cod's
involvement in the dynamics of His universe.
- Howard M. Stien
Professor Emeritus of Biology
Whitworth College
/I
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Fall enrollment cap limits '95
freshman class
Due to limited space in classrooms
and residence halls, Whitworth College
has put a lid on its 1995 freshman class.
Only 350 students, 57 fewer students than
last year, will be admitted for next fall.
In 1994 the college enrolled its largest
freshman class ever-407 students. With
a total of 1,403 undergraduates
and 600
graduate students, the college edged over
its capacity of 2,000 for the first time in
its 104-year history.
"Because we are at enrollment capacity now, we need to reduce the number
of freshmen coming in this fall. Even
with 350 new freshmen, we will still
have 1,500 undergraduate students enrolled," said Ken Moyer, director of
admissions. The college is stabilizing
growth at 1,500 undergraduate students,
he said.
Along with last year's surge in enrollments came problems with residence hall
space for students. The college renovated
several residence halls to meet the demand for more rooms, but space is still a
major problem for the college.
"The college's goal for fall 1996 is to
house about 1,000 students, or two-thirds
of our student population." said Dick
Mandeville, associate dean and director

of residence life. "To do that we need to
build a new residence hall, adding about
120 spaces."
In spite of the limited openings,
students are still applying to the college
in record numbers. "Applications for
freshman admission are up again this
year," said Moyer. "As of March 15, we
have received 1,444 applications for
350 spots."
With more applications and fewer
available spots in the freshman class,
the college has become more selective
academically, said Moyer. Last year the
freshman profile included an average
grade point average of 3.57 and SAT
scores of 1048. These averages will increase for next year's freshman class,
said Moyer. "Currently, accepted students for 1995 have an average GPA of
3.7, and SAT scores of 1090.
"Every student is viewed individually in the application process, however, and we do look beyond the grade
point average and the test scores in
making our final decisions," said Moyer.
Moyer also noted that as of March 1
the college was no longer considering
new inquiries for the fall 1995 freshman class.

NEWS

KUDOS
The Whitworth College Parliamentary
Debate Team, coached by Mike Ingram,
associate professor of communication
studies, placed tenth in the nation in the
year-end sweepstakes of the National ParIiamentary Debate Association. At the
national tournament of some 70 debate
teams, senior theatre arts and religion
major Cindy Kohlmann and senior speech
major Kim Carnahan finished 17th in the
nation and participated in the elimination
rounds. The team of senior journalism
major Alfred Mutua and junior English
major Justin Uhler finished 34th.

The Whitworth Choir and the Whitworth Jazz Ensemble performed at the
Northwest Convention of Music Educators

National Conference last February. The
Whitworth Jazz Combo also performedwith
the All~NorthwestHighSchool Honor ChOIr.
This month, Assistant Professor of
Education Les Francis will be inducted

intothe Washington Organization for Reading Development Hall of Fame. Francis
was selected because of his years of
service, his dedication to the cause of

literacy, and his scholarship and leadership in the field of reading/language arts.
Francis is the director of the Writing Rally

held at Whitworth each fall.
The Whitworth College Viewbook, An
Education of the Mind and Heart, won a
first-place gold award for promotional writ-

Ing in the 1995 Council for the Advancement and Support of Education DistrictVIII

Elderhostel sessions set

Communications Competition.

Ross Cutter, professor emeritus
and director
of Whitworth's
Elderhostel,
has announced
the
program's summer schedule. The college will host two ElderhosteI sessions this year: June 11-17 and July
2-8. Lifelong learners aged SO and
older are invited to attend one or
both sessions.
Session I will feature Music Professor Dick Evans, English Professor
Laura Bloxham, and Professor Emeritus Ed Olson. Session II will feature
English Professor Leonard Oakland,
Evans, and Dr. Donald Cutter.
For more information call the
Lindaman Center at (509) 466-3291.

College welcomes new
assistant chaplain
The Rev. C. W. Andrews,

pastor of

Calvary Baptist Church in Spokane,

Wash., is Whitworth's new part-time
assistant chaplain. In addition to his
responsibilities in Chapel, Rev.
Andrews will work with the campus to
increase sensitivity to minority students
and will get involved in Whitworth's
Employment Diversity Committee, said
Terry McGonigal, dean of the Chapel.
Andrews will also act as a liaison

between the Spokane community and
the college for a variety of student

service projects.
WHITWORTH
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Cyber revolution hits campus
A port for every pillow
Beginning next fali, Whitworth Coilege students living on campus wili be
able to access the Internet, e-mail, and
many other communication
and information resources from their individual
residence hall rooms.

This summer the coliege wili install
individual computer ports for each student in every on-campus residence hall
room, a "port for every pillow," as it is

known in higher education computer
circles. The project is expected to be
completed for the 199s-96academicyear.
Approximateiy 1,100 ports wili be
installed, 910 of them in individual
rooms. The remaining

"These newiy installed ports will be
connected to the college's fiber-optic
network," said Ken Pecka, /80,
associate director for aca"The network will
give Whitworth
students access to a
wide variety of information
resources
24 hours a day, seven days a week, from
their own rooms and residence halls,"
he said.
"It will significantly enhance our students' ability to communicate,
do research and take advantage of an everexpanding array of information in a way
Whitworth's

dernic' computing.

that fits their schedules," Pecka said.

ports will be in-

"For the past several years, Whit-

stalied in residence hall lounges and
computer labs to provide convenient

worth has attracted extremeiy high-quaitty students. We cannot maintain the
flow of such bright and motivated stu-

access for students who don't own their
own computers. Students not living on
campus will have access to the campus
network via modems.

dents if there is a wide gap between
students' academic capacity and our

technological capacity," said Whitworth

President Bill Robinson.

"I think we'll

all be amazed at what our students
with these new learning tools."

do

The estimated cost of wiring all the
residence halls will be about $300,000,
which includes funding for user-support personnel and a network manager,
said Tom Johnson,
vice president for
business affairs. Each year, students will

be charged a $200 fee as part of their
room and board costs to pay for the
installation and support of the residence

hall network and use of the programs
and services available on it, he said.
The port installation in the the resi-

dence halls will take piace in conjunction with the completion of the college's
fiber-optic computer network, currently

used by facuity, administration and staff.
Once the installation

is completed,

all

areas of the college campus will be networked.

Whitworth spins a web
Whitworth Coliege will leap into cyberspace this summer when it opens up a home page on the Internet's World

Wide Web.
The Web is a hypertext-based

system for locating and

that number is growing every day, said Sturko.
To visit Whitworth College on the Web, users with access to
the Internet should use the college's Universal Resource Locator
(or Web address), which is http://www.whltworth.edu.

gaining access to Internet resources. Using software that
can be downloaded from the Internet, anyone can set up a
Web information space, called a home page, and can place
text, graphics and sound there. That information can then
be linked to other Internet resources, and can be retrieved
by Internet users all over the world.

"Creating a space on the Web opens up a new worid of
possibilities for promoting the college," said Pat Sturko.
director of publications and communications
and chair of
Whitworth's Campus-wide Information System Committee.
"Prospective students can visit the campus electronically, alumni can connect online with former classmates
and professors, and college news and events can be pro-

vided instantly to the media. We can promote the college
to a worldwide audience."
Because the Web is the hottest communication
tool
available, higher education institutions around the globe

are scrambling to plug into it. Currently, more than 500
colleges

6

and universities

worldwide

are on the Web, and

Whitworth's home page will appear all the World Wide Web
this summer.
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STUDENT NOTES

Whitworth English professor
to speak at commencement
met with President Robinson earlier in
the year to discuss how a commencement speaker would be chosen. "We

dition and recommended

feit that if students could hear from a
speaker who had influenced their lives,

that a member
of the facuity

the commencement address would be a
more meaningful experience for them,
said President Robinson.
This year's commencement activi-

ment address.

Linda Hunt, associate professor of
English, was selected for the commencement honor from a list of faculty who
were recommended to President Bill
Robinson by the senior class. In past
years, regionally and nationally renowned speakers have been selected by
the president to address graduates and
their friends and families.

II

ties are scheduled for Friday, May 12
through Sunday, May 14, and will culmi-

nate with the 105th Commencement on
Sunday, at 2 p.m., In the Spokane Opera

House, located in downtown Spokane.
The Rev. Terry McGonigal,

Sunday at 9:30 a.m. in the Cowies Me-

morial Auditorium.

Rushworth Kidder, a
nationally renowned
speaker and author 011
ethics and futurism,
visited the campus this
spring as part o(the
1994-95 Lindaman
Distinguished Scholar
series. Kidder lectured on

"Ethical Issues Raised by
New Technologies" and
addressed both (acuity
and students during his
two-day visit on subjects
ranging (rom effective
communication to ethical
decision-making. Kidder,

a [ormer English professor
at Wichita State
University and senior
columnist (or The

Christian Science
Monitor, is president
o( the Institute (or
Global Ethics.

COLLEGE

dean of

the chapel, will give the sermon at the
Baccalaureate Service, to be held on

A matter of
ethics

WHITWORTH

of the class of '95

Whitworth's
graduating
ciass of 1995
has broken tra-

give this year's
commenceLinda Hunt

Representatives
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Jessica Bowers, a senior music
major from Spokane, won highest
honors in the Metropolitan Opera's
district auditions last January. The
district includes Eastern Washington,
Idaho and Montana.
Junior music major Eric Moe won
a trumpet for placing first at the competition for Jazz Trumpet Solo, College Division, held last February at
the Lionel Hampton Jazz Festival in
Idaho. This is the second time Eric
has won this award during his college
career.
Junior journalism major Rebecca
Jensen is one of 12 students who
have been selected from member
schools of the Coalition of Christian
Colleges and Universities to attend a
four-week journalism workshop in
Washington, D.C., this summer.
Jensen will attend seminars with
media personnel, be involved in
mentoring programs with journalism
professionals, and participate in various hands-on projects in the District
of Columbia.
The creative writing of senior English major Ryan Frey and junior English major Stephanie Young was
recentiy accepted for the National
Undergraduate Literature Conference
to be held in Ogden, Utah, this year.
Freysubmitted poetry and Young submitted a short story.
Senior psychology students Josh
Armstrong, Michelle Conway, Alisa
Desjarlais, Melissa Lane, Nathan
Sitton, and Rebecca Snelling made
presentations at the Western Psychological Association Convention in
Los Angeles last month.
Junior English major Cori Larson
will present an essay on women's
roles in popular fiction and literature
at the 1995 Rocky Mountain Modern
Language Society Convention next
October in Spokane. Larson's essay
was selected from submissions across
the country for the National Undergraduate English Honor Society special session.

7
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Future scientists gather for the games
Regional Science Olympiad comes to Whitworth
More than 200 junior and senior
high school science students from East-

ern Washington gathered at Whitworth
College in February to see how far their
scientific knowledge and ingenuity
could take them in the regional compe-

tition of the Washington State Science
Olympiad.
Students participating in the Olympiad represented Spokane schools as
well as schools throughout the region.
In addition, there were more than 100
local volunteers ~ mostly science teachers and professors, engineers and students - who volunteered their time to

the 1995 Regional Science Olympiad.
The competition included dozens of
events that tested students' skills and
knowledge in physics, chemistry, biology, mathematics and other areas. There
was plenty of fun to go around, as well.
For instance, in the "Tower Building"
event, the students brought along tow-

ers they had built with certain materials

and specifications. The towers were then
individually tested (see photo) to determine how much weight they could sup-

port before collapsing. The "Egg Drop"
event cfsked students to construct a cushioning cocoon for an egg and then to
see what height the cocoon could be
dropped from without breaki ng the egg.
"Mission Possible," "Mouse Trap
Vehicles," "Keep the Heat," "Pentathlon," and "Science Crime Busters"were

just a few more of the 30 events that
took place during the day-long Science
Olympiad.
"These are kids who enjoy the challenge and fun of science," said Mark
Biermann, co-director of the event and
assistant professor of physics at Whitworth. "The Science Olympiad was an
engaging, hands-on way to encourage
these students to pursue studies and
careers in science."

A student tests the structural integrity
of his derrick-shaped tower during the
Science Olympiad at Whitworth.

Lecture hall
to get facelift
This summer Whitworth College will

Noted cosmologist
lectures at Whitworth

give its 90-seat

Auditorium

a

variety of new learning technologies.

Dr. Stanley L. [aki, internationally
known cosmologist and professor at
Seton Hall University in New Jersey,
presented a lecture to students and
[acuity on "The Christian Origin o(
Science" last March. Dr. [aki, who
holds doctorates in physics and
theology, has been the Gifford Lecturer
at the University o( Edinburgh and
visiting professor at Princeton
Theological Seminary. [aki has lectured
on cosmology - the philosophical and
astronomical study o(the large-scale
universe - at universities in the U,S'
Europe and Australia. He is also the
author o(nearly 30 books, including
The Relevance of PhYSiCS, Science
and Creation and God and the
Cosmologist.

Supported by grants from a corporate
donor and the Johnston-Fix Foundation of Spokane, the projectwill provide
new seating,

flooring

and wall cover-

ings for the 30-year-old facility.
In addition, the donations will provide funding for a variety of multimedia
and new classroom learning technologies, including access to the Internet
and a variety of other information resources.
"The new technologies will allow us
to take advantage of an expanding number of electronic learning resources. It

I
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$150,000 facelift that will incorporate a

won't be long before we will be sharing
professors with other colleges and universities through the capacity of this
auditorium." said Whitworth President

Bill Robinson.
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Renovating
Cowles
Auditorium

Cultural perspectives on war
With grant support from the Washington State COif/mission for the Humanities, four
Whitworth professors presented a series of lectures ana dramatic presentations 0/1 war and
culture titled, 'tA Tapestry: Literary, Musical and Theatrical Experiences Reflecting 011
Beniamin Britten's War Requiem." Pictured from/eft to right (lrf Professors Diana Trotter,
Rick Hornor, Leonard Oakland alia Rand; von Ellefson, The series cutnunates 01'1 May
12 with the Spokane Symphony presenting Britten's War Requiem at the Opera House.

The 39-year-old
Cowles Memorial
Auditorium,
Whitworth's
largest performing arts facility, will undergo a $1.5
million renovation
this summer.
The renovation will provide a variety
of improvements
to the auditorium,
including a complete mechanical
overhaul with a new heating and cooling
system; new seating, carpeting, and stage
curtains; improved sound and lighting
systems; and better acoustics. The project
will also provide additional
restroom
facilities, increased foyer space, and improved
handicapped
access for the
l,lSO-seat facility.
Construction
costs for the project
will total
$1.2 million,
said Tom
Johnson,
vice president
for business
affairs. The remaining costs include architectural
fees, a maintenance
endowment, new equipment
and other costs.
The Cowles Memorial
Auditorium
renovation
project was made possible
through a major gift from Wanda and
Jim Cowles of Spokane,
Wash., and
matching
money from an East Coast
foundation that wishes to remain anonymous, Johnson said.

Fulbright Scholar
visits campus
,---------,

T e s shu
Koshiba,economics professor from
T 0 h 0 k u

Gakuin University in Japan,

is the

Wh i tworth
College Fulbright Scholar-in-Residence for 1995.
In addition to his teaching responsibilities in the Master of International Management program,
Professor Koshiba will conduct research on Japanese businesses in
Spokane.
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Let the sun shine through
Beneath the 140-(00t skylight that spans the width of the building, the commons area
of Whitworth's new Campus Center is filled with natura/light. The 25,000-sqllarefoot facility, which will house the bookstore, post office, cafe and snack bar, and
student government offices, will open this slimmer.
ISPRING
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SPORTS SPOTLIGHT

Tully Takes Over
FOR THE RECORD
WINTER 1995
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Overall record: 19-12
NCIC Champions
Annette Sweeney, NCIC
Player of the Year, First Team
All-Conference, Third Team
All-America; Sherri
Northington, Second Team
All-Conference; Kim
McFadden, Honorable
Mention All-Conference, AIItime assists leader at
Whitworth with 401 assists.
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Overall record: 18-10
Third in NCIC
Nate Dunham, First Team AIIConference, Honorable
Mention All-America; Kevin
Wright, first Team AIIConference, Honorable
Mention All-America; Roman
Wickers, Second Team AIIConference; Greg Stern,
Honorable Mention AIIConference.
WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Overall record: 9-1
NCIC Champions
All-America: Shannon Braun,
Carley Bush, Desire DeSoto,
Jan Okada, Liza Rachetto,
Dorian Reese, Mary Ryan.
Academic All-America: Susan
Kohler, Laurilyn Hepler.

New Head Football Coach John Tully
comes to Whitworth sporling 18 years of
experience, a proven ability to revitalize a
program, and two conference Coach of
the Year titles.
Tully, who coached most recentiy at
Eureka College in illinois, compiled an
excellent
reoord at former President
Reagan's alma mater. He led his Eureka
teams to the national playoffs twice, in
1991 and 1994, and he brings to Whitworth a strong commitment to capitalize
upon the Bucs' talent.
"The program is going to be measured
by what happens in the future," Tully
says, and he has already begun planning
for that future. Mandatory weight training has been instituted for team members, and Tully has asked the Bucs to
dedicate themselves to working hard to
develop a winning tradition.
According to senior running back Ted
Fedyk, the players have accepted Tully's
challenge: "Coach Tully came in and took
charge," says Fedyk. "It's amazing to see
the whole attitude change. Piayers are
prouder to be on the team now."
Athletic Director Kevin Bryant is impressed with Tully's goai-oriented styie
and with his proven abilities as a college
coach. "Within five years John was able
to change an average team (at Eureka)
into a national contender. He'll give our
program strong leadership and confidence."

John Tuttv
As a former two-time MVP at quarterback for Azusa Pacific, Tully understands
the importance of motivation and attitude
in football. And his pians for the Pirates
include a bit of an attitude adjustment for
Bucs' fans, as well as for his team members:
"First," he says, "I'd like to raise the level
of expectations about our football program." And then? III want to recruit student-athletes who can move the football
program forward, and I want to help our
players develop a commitment to excellence."

Pirate Night"
Indiana University MVP and Olympic gold
medalist Steve Alford is the [eatured speaker
for the second annual Pirate Night dinner
and auction, to be held Thursday, Sept. 14,
1995, in the Whitworth College Fieldhouse.
After [our very successful years at
Manchester College in Indiana, Alford was
recently hired as head basketball coach at
Southern Missouri State, an NCAA Division
1 school. This year's live auction will
feature an automobile, home electronics,
vacation packages and big· ticket sports
items. The event begins at 5 p.m. with a
silent auction and complimentary juice bar,
followed by dinner at 7 p.m. For mare
information call (509) 466-3224.

MEN'S SWIMMING
Overall record: 7-2
Third in NCIC
All-America: Mike Ashmore,
Chad Bauman, Guy Mikasa,
Mike Peloso, John
Rasmussen, Jeff Rice, Jerry
Rice, Steve Schadt, Dan
Welch (Honorable Mention).
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SPORTS SPOTLIGHT

Winter sports: Our best year ever!
With conference championships in
women's basketball and swimming, AllAmerica berths for 16 Pirates and Academic All-America slots for two, Coachof-the- Year honors for all three men-

March Madness for
Pirate women
Annette Sweeney, number 24 above,
was named NCIC Player of tne Year as
she led the Bues to nationals. Sweeney's
19+ points per game were instrumental
in the Pirates' sllrge to the top of the
NCIC. After a great [itst-round victory in
the national tournament at Monmouth,
are. (nome of Burgervltte), the Biles lost a
heartbreaker in overtime to Final Four
team Mt. Mercy of Iowa. Sweeney, Kim
McFadden (Whitworth's career assists
leader with 40I), and Amy Roberts will
graduate this spring; their contributions

tors, high national ran kings for two of
our four teams, and excellent prospects
for the future, Bues fans can reflect on a
terrific '94-'95 winter season.

Making

a BIG splash

In Whitworth's most successful season ever, the women's swim team finished third
in the nation and took the NC1C title, breaking [our offive conference relay records
at the championship meet. The men's team finished 7th nationwide, with team
members breaking their own conference relay record and capping their best season
to date. With more All-Americans (and Academic All-Americans) than ever before,
Buc swimmers are gearing lip for a terrific '95-'96 season.

to this very successful season will long be
remembered and appreciated.

Men ranked nationally
The Pirate men finished third in
the NCIC with an excellent 18-10
record. The Bues were ranked in the
top ten nationally for five weeks in a
row, and only a couple of tough lastweekend-of-the-season defeats kept
them out of the national tournament at Nampa, Idaho. Graduating
seniors Kevin Wright, Jeff Palmer,
and Greg Stern, who made huge
contributions in their final season
with the Bucs, leave their teammates
with great memories and some very
large, high-topped shoes to fill.

WHITWORTH

COLLEGE

Excellence times three
Whitworth's achievements in winter athletics were reflected in the NCIC
Coach-or-the- Year honors accorded (left to right) Helen Higgs, Warren
Friedrichs and Tom Dodd. Women's Head Basketball Coach Higgs, in her
first year at Whitworth and her first year as a head coach, took her team to the
national toumament. Friedrichs, leading the nationally ranked Pirate men's
basketball team, added this most recent award to his many coaching trophies.
And Tom Dodd, who coaches both the men's and women's swimming teams,
was honored for his leadership of the women's team as they finished
(irst in the NCIC and third in the nation.
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IN THE WORLD

Cries of silence
In a life-changing experience, four Whitworth students
provide love and care to Romanian orphans

GLOBAL
EDUCATION
Thirteen

Whitworth

By Tim Wolf
students

are studying overseas this spring
at Whitworth

partner institutions,

while another 17 are participating
in the French Study Tour.
Greg Aha and Matt Nelson are
spending spring semester in Italy
through Whitworth's Music in Rome
program.
Shawn Sinclair-Slakk is spending the academic year at the Center for Cross-Cultural

Seville.

Studies

in

Also in Europe is Wade

Baker,

who is studying

Hochschule

at the

fur Musik in Munich

this spring.
Robyn

Chambers,

who

is

spending the year at the University
of Greenwich in England, has been

joined by Elizabeth Inkpen for the
spring semester. Kari McFarland
is also in the British Isles, study-

ing at the University of Aberdeen in

Scotland.
Two of Whitworth's

interna-

tionalstudents, Hsin·Chung(Josh)
Hsieh and graduate student Pei-

Chuan (Penny) Wu, both of Taiwan, are spending spring semester in mainland
China
at
Whitworth's partner school, Jilin

Teachers College. Theearthquake
inJapan upset Peggy Hardt's plans
to spend spring semester at partner Seiwa College in Nishinomiya,
so she is now attending a Japanese language school in Tokyo.
Grant Rasmussen, who is at
the Iberoamericana University in
Mexico City, and Adrianna
Hartman, who is at the University
of 51. Etienne in France, are continuing their year-long exchanges
through the spring semester. leslie
Williams is Whitworth's first exchange student to our Ukrainian
partner school, Kiev University.
-
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Kathy Cook, Coordinator
Off-Campus Cross-Cultural
Programs

The fetid smell of human waste was
overwhelming as the four Whitworth College students walked through the doors of
the Sectia Distrofici orphanage in Arad,
Romania, last~anuary.lf they are lucky, the
infants and small children who live here
might get their pants changed two or three
times a day. Perhaps the most striking aspect of Sectia Distrofici is the silence. For a
place that is home to dozens of infants and
toddlers, the sound of crying is almost a
rarity. The children here have learned that
crying is pointless. Why cry when the cry
won't be answered?
Kim Carpenter, Leah Sampson, Larry
Edgemon and Lenny Wiersma, all education students, could have chosen something less challenging to fulfill their" otherculture requirement" for the School of Education. But with the help of Carol Hollar,
associate professor of education at Whitworth, these four students decided to spend
theirjan Term immersed in one of the most
difficult and heart-wrenching human tragedies in post-Cold War Eastern Europe the plight of Romanian orphans. "When I
heard about this opportunity in Romania, it
really spoke to me," said Wiersma. "Besides,I
love babies."
The four students arrived in Romania
with nearly 600 pounds of medicine, food,
toys, clothes and other items that were
donated for the trip by friends and churches.
For three weeks, these students spent their
time in the orphanage with small children
who at first didn't know quite how to respond to affection.
The students cleaned the babies up,
cared for them, played with them, taught
them how to walk and talk, and played
peekaboo. One of the first things the students did was set up a playroom and stock
it with all the new toys they brought with
them. At first the kids didn't know what
toys were. They sat there perfectly still,
looking at these strange, brightly colored

Lenny Wiersma cherishes a tender moment.
objects. But kids are kids the world around.
A short time later, the place was Romper
Room.
Many of the students' efforts to care for
the orphans met some resistance from the
orphanage staff, who fear that too many
adoptions will lead to the elimination of
their jobs. In three short weeks, these students made remarkable friendships with
the kids. When the students arrived at the
orphanage each morning, the children's
eyes would light up as they never have
before.
"The hardest part was leaving her," says
Carpenter of Mikayla, the 18-month-old
girl with whom she had formed a special
friendship. "She's never going to understand why I didn't come back the next
day."
III still hear his voice," said Edgemon,
who became very close to a nameless toddler he called "Roger." "I'm already planning to go back." So are the other three. For
after these students left, the status quo
returned. These Romanian children sit in
their cribs, hour after hour, day after day,
month after month, with no one to let
them know the world can be a loving place.
That's not a reality these students are prepared to accept.

For more information about adoption opportunities for Romanian and other international
children, contact Education Professor Carol Hollar, director of the Washington State
Branch of Americans for International Aid and Adoption, Whitworth College,
W. 300 Hawthorne Rd., Spokane, WA 99251·0701, or call (509) 466-1000, ext. 4365.
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REPORT

Christian commitment, intellectual maturity:
The ridge we travel
Shortly after I arrived at Whitworth,
I was asked by the Whitwortl, Today staff
to give my perspective on the mission of
the college. In responding to this question, I borrowed a metaphor from the
Jewish theologian Martin Buber, and
likened the pursuit of our mission to
walking a "narrow ridge." Since that
time, I've learned more about this ridge
we walk.
Part of my education about the ridge
has come from family excursions we
have taken to explore this magnificent
part of the country, which is so different
from anyplace we have ever lived. Aswe
have travelled high passes in both Washington and British Columbia, we've experienced an overwhelming sense of
perspective as we were able to see the
artistry of creation in every direction.
Not surprisingly, our exhilaration and
awe seemed to be in direct proportion to
the height of our perch.
I'm finding at Whitworth the same
relationship between the height of our
ridge and the quality of our perspective.
The ridge we travel at Whitworth College is built up on one side by our
historic Christian commitment. The
other side of the ridge is composed of
our long-standing commitment to the
free exploration and exchange of ideas.
In few institutions do these two elements join to form a pass to spiritual
and intellectual maturity.
As we think about the future! one of
our most important issues will be how
high we're willing to build the ridge. It
is my observation that many schools
have played it safe in order to avoid
offending various groups. Many colleges that lean to the left have worked
hard not to offend those who are underrepresented or disadvantaged. Other colleges that lean to the right have tried to
avert any possibility of offending the
WHITWORTH

COLLEGE

President Bill Robinson
alumni and church groups that cornprise a significant portion of their support base. There is no virtue in offense
and I don't think institutions on the
left, right, or in the middle should be
encouraged to offend anyone; however,
sometimes this no-offense mentality
results in a "lowest common denominator" climate, which robs the student of
a full range of perspective.
I hope we at Whitworth will be willing to accept the risks of a high ridge,
and I hope our alumni and friends will
understand its value. For Whitworth
College to realize the full potential of its
unique balance between conviction and
curiosity, we cannot play it safe. We
must be aggressive in building both
sides of the ridge. In building up the
Christian side, we have to do everything within our power to exalt the
beauty and redemption that can be
found in a life committed to Jesus of
Nazareth. As an institution we must live
by the Gospel of Jesus Christ. If these
commitments threaten our reputation
in the secular academy, so be it. We will
be faithful to our Lord and his Church.
And, in building up the intellectual side
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of our ridge! we must fearlessly invite
and examine all of the philosophies and
ideas of our disciplines. We cannot restrict from our scrutiny issues and findings that shake us from our comfort and
challenge our most deeply and dearly
held beliefs. If Christian colleges condemn us for allowing the winds of false
doctrine to blow through our campus,
we have to accept their condemnation
in the name of what we believe is intellectual honesty. And if some churches
feel they cannot support a faculty that
feels it must maintain an attitude of
intellectual openness to even the most
offensive social and political issues, then
we must live without that support. In
other words, we need to build our ridge
high on both sides, always maintaining
our balance, always remembering we
are a college that is both Christian and
liberal arts.
As you read this issue of Whitworth
Today, I'm sure you will find the potential of Whitworth College burgeoning,
and the threats to Whitworth College
daunting. A successful future will require extraordinary efforts and wisdom
on the part of faculty, staff, administrators, alumni, friends and trustees. The
next few years will require us to be
aggressive, smart and sensitive to God's
leading. Many of the external threats
you will read about in Tim Wolf's article, "Clearing Hurdles," will nudge us
in the direction of caution. And at times
we will be cautious. But if the students
who come to Whitworth College are to
receive the best of a Christian, liberal
arts education, we must be aggressive
about who we are. We must build the
ridge high on both sides. It is up there
that we will find the best perspective on
the artistry of God's creation.
Enjoy this issue of Whitworth Today
as you get a glimpse of our future.
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For private
institutions
like
Whitworth
College, the
change in
millennia will
bring
unprecedented
financial
pressures,
pivotal changes
and new
opportunities.

'I'

n many respects, the sun is shining on Whitworth College
these days, Enrollment is at or near capacity as more high"
t
, achieving students are choosing Whitworth than ever before,
The college is moving ahead with an impressive array of
capital projects to improve facilities and technology on campus,
Support for the college from alumni and friends remains strong,
I Last year, in U,S, News and World Report's "America's
Best
Colleges" issue, Whitworth was selected as one of the top 10
regional colleges and universities in the West
But on the second floor of McEachran Hall in the college's
Financial Aid Office, there's another story, In a scene that has
become increasingly common at private colleges throughout the
couptrv, two parents and their son or daughter sit in an office with
one of Whitworth's financial aid counselors wondering how they are going to coverthe cost
of a private liberal arts education, The son or daughter has always wanted to attend Whitworth
College, Though not rich, the parents certainly find themselves near or in the upper strata of
what has traditionally been considered the middle class,
It's a stark realization, but lefttotheir own means, this family may not be able to send their
son or daughter to Whitworth College, In the end, it may be some institutional financial aid
in the form of merit-based scholarship support that will keep Whitworth's door open to this
student, for this year anyway,
"There isnodoubtin my mind
that the private liberal arts
~
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focusing
on aundergraduate
colleges do
better job in -
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liberal arts education than state:','

universities"

said Whitworth.

College Pre;ident Bill Robinson, -.
"I've attended both and I've
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taught in both and there's no
comparison, My concern is that there are many students who really want and who can really
benefit from a private liberal arts education, but there's a steadily declining number of them
who can afford it This trend is going to create intense financial pressures for private colleges
and for families in the coming years."
Welcome to the world of private higher education in the 1990s, where
spiraling costs are threatening to squeeze students from many middle-class
families out of the private higher education market In 1980, a year of full-time
undergraduate tuition at Whitworth had a price tag of $3,950, By 1990, that
figure had risen to $9,500, Next fall, full-time undergraduate tuition at
Whitworth will cost $13,410. Add to that an annual room and board
cost of $4,900, and the sticker price for a year at Whitworth College
reaches well over $18,000. And here's the kicker: Whitworth remains
one of the more affordable private colleges in the Pacific Northwest.
"More and more people are going to be asking the question of
whether it's worth $18,000 or $20,000 a yearto goto a private college,
graduate with a mountain of debt and not be able to find a job right
away," said Jon Flora, '78, president of Independent Colleges of
- George Oehne
Washington, a fund-raising organization for Washington's private

"Things
will
never
be the
same for
private
colleges."

colleges. "At some point, people are going to say enough is enough."
Skyrocketing tuition and increasing costs are pushing private
higher education to the precipice of fundamental change, and a day of reckoning will
soon be at hand, said Robert F. Duvall, a 1962 Whitworth graduate and president of
Pacific University in Forest Grove, Ore. Duvall, who recently announced that he
would be leaving Pacific University this spring to take a new position as chief
executive officer of the National Council on Economic Education in New York City,
sees disturbing parallels between the exploding costs of private higher education
and those of another industry that has been rocked by runaway prices.
"Private higher education is wrestling with the potential for a consumer revolt
similar to the health-care industry in terms of what people are willing to pay," Duvall said.
"The scaffolding that is being used to build private higher education is being challenged in
a way that we haven't seen before."
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George Dehne, president of George
Dehne and Associates, a New-York-based market
research firm that works with many private colleges.
caught the attention of many college presidents with his
recent report titled "A Look at the
Future of Private Higher Education."
The bottom line according to Dehne:
"Things will never bethe same for private
colleges."
Dehne warns that a combination of
changing demographics, soaring costs, increased competition for students, and evolutionary changes in the higher education
market threaten to undermine long-held assumptions about how private higher education
operates and whom it serves. And institutions that
fail to meet these challenges head on and adapt to
.~changing
circumstances will find themselves in a tenuous position. Some rural colleges, particularly those with small endowments,
may even have to board up their windows, he warns.
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Dehne goes on to point out that private colleges and universities have lost much of their
market share in the last three decades. During the 1960s, approximately half of all college
students in the country were attending private institutions. By 1985 that figu re had fallen to
only 24 percent. Recent estimates have put that figure at about 17 percent.
With a diminished share of the market, competition for the best and brightest students
has become much more intense. Colleges and universities are offering prospective students
everything from heavily discounted tuition to Macintosh computers that students can take
with them after they graduate. Dehne points out that even public universities have begun to
provide very aggressive incentives to attract top students. For example, the University of
Oklahoma has begun to offerfull-tuition scholarships to all students with SAT scores above
1,100. Similarly, the Georgia Legislature recently passed legislation that guarantees full
tuition to any state university for all students who graduate with a 3.0 grade point average
from a Georgia high school. The message is that, unlike in years past, private
colleges across the country can no longer take for granted endless droves of
students who can afford tuition and fill their classrooms every fall.
"Private higher education is in the process of transformation,"said Allen Splete,
president of the Council of Independent Colleges in Washington, D.C. "What
we have is a much more competitive market situation that is driven by cost."
One factor that has helped push the cost of private higher education beyond
the means of many students and families is the change in federal financial aid
programs. During the mid-1970s, between two-thirds and three-quarters of
federal financial aid dollars were awarded in the form of grants, and one-quarter
to one-third of the dollars were awarded as loans. In the last 15 years, those
numbers have essentially been reversed. It used to be that federal financial
programs in the form of grants and loans could cover 50 percent or more of
yearly tuition costs. Today, the gap between what federal financial aid provides
and what is needed to attend is wider than ever and increasing. With new
Republican majorities in both houses of Congress, few college administrators
expect those trends to reverse themselves anytime soon.
"I think it's fair to say that the federal government will never again be a large partner in
providing accessibility in the form of grants to anyone but the most needy students, and
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those qualifying levels have become fairly low," said Robinson. "Consequently, parents and
colleges have been left as the only two remaining financial resources for students."

··

rivate colleges, including Whitworth, have responded to the reductions in federal
. "
. financial aid by significantly raising the amount of institutional financial aid
. .'.
provided to students. In the lastthree years, institutional financial aid expenditures
','
at Whitworth have more than doubled, from $3 million per year to over $6 million.
Currently, nearly nine out of every 10 students at Whitworth receive some form offinancial
aid. To distribute institutional financial aid, Whitworth has recently instituted a merit-based
scholarship program to complement its need-based financial aid offerings. These merit
scholarships, which provide high-achieving students with scholarship support that ranges
from $4,000 to $7,000 per year, are helping many middle-income families who don't qualify
for need-based support CO\lOrthe cost of a Whitworth College education. The college's
increased financial aid expenditures have created budgetary pressure in other areas ranging
from deferred maintenance to staffing. But like other private colleges across the country,
Whitworth has had to sweeten the pot to attract top students.
Splete, whose organization comprises 380 member institutions
nationwide, said that while private higher education is facing some
unprecedented
challenges, it's not all gloom and doom. "Private
colleges will have to work harder than everto make their distinctive
assets visible," Splete said. Those distinctive assets include small
class sizes, professors who put teaching first, a values-based
orientation,
student leadership opportunities,
and the nurturing
environment
of a residential campus community.
"Our special
audience needs to be regained and we will have to work hard at it. But
if we use common sense, and carefully select our niches, we'll be able
to weather this storm."
Robinson and other higher education officials say that those
private colleges that are able to focus on what they do best and
articulate themselves better to the markets they serve will thrive in
the long term.
"Clearly the competition for students during the past 20 years has
become more intense," Robinson said. "I think private colleges have
followed the wrong impulse in response to their diminishing market
-Bill Robinson
share by trying to broaden their markets and be all things to all
people. That was exactly the wrong response. I
think private colleges need to be very clear about
thei r distinctives a nd get larger shares of smaller,
more specific markets."
"There is a clear niche for a college with a distinctive identity,
although small, poorly endowed private colleges without a distinctive
identity will be in trouble," said Duncan Ferguson, formerWhitworth
College faculty member and administrator
who now serves as
executive director of the Association of Presbyterian Colleges and
Universities. "But we need to articulate clearly our distinctives, that
Christian, church-related colleges and universities provide a context
for learning that is special. To accomplish that, we need to do 'target
marketing' more than mass marketing. The cultivation of our natural
market is the way to go."
Relative to many private colleges and universities, Whitworth
College is poised to enter the 21stcentury on a promising trajectory,
Robinson said. "I think Whitworth is ideally positioned in a number
of respects for the next 10 to 15 years, and I think that's why we're
prospering,"
he said. "We're in a state that is seeing an increase in
the number of graduating high school seniors, and we're in a region and community that
are growing,"
Robinson said that Whitworth's
most compelling distinctive is its ability to uphold
two core values that often seem to come at the expense of one another at other
institutions: unequivocal Christian commitment
and intellectual openness. "As far as
our mission is concerned, we're in a very strong position," Robinson said. "I think people
in our society are crying out for clarity and direction in addressing moral and ethical
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questions. Because of our Christian foundation and our academic strength, we feel that we can
be unequivocal in providing students with the tools and the values to help them answer those
questions themselves."
So,what things must private colleges data "weatherthe storm" that lies ahead?As Flora puts
it, "We have to make some changes without losing what's good about our residential, liberal arts
colleges." Dehne and the others seem to agree on several issues that private colleges must
address to remain competitive.
Serving non-traditional students - As the population ages, demand for continuing
studies courses and other more flexible programs for non-traditional students will continue to
,rise and private colleges will need to respond. "It's clear that we
must increasingly address the needs ofthe non-traditional student,"
Robinson said. In addition to its graduate programs in education,
international management and nursing, Whitworth College also
offers a bachelor of Iiberal studies degreethat is specially designed
to meet the needs of the non-traditional student. Next year,
Whitworth is planning to introduce an accelerated bachelor's
degree program for non-traditional students that meets in the
evenings and on weekends.
Development - "Money itself does not buy quality, but
quality is more difficult than everto attain without money," said Duvall. Indeed, iftuition-driven
schools such as Whitworth ratchet up the tuition much more, they could easily find themselves
facing Duvall's "consumer revolt." Therefore, attention must turn to development. As part of its
strategic planning process now taking place, Whitworth is setting aggressive fund-raising goals
to raise the college's endowment value to $30 million by the end ofthe century, with another $70
million in the pipeline as deferred and planned gifts.
Technology - "Technology will be very important, and those institutions that remain out
in front will do well," Splete said. From the Internet to new classroom learning tools, technology
is changing the way students learn and colleges do business. Even beyond its intrinsic value as
a learning tool, technology is becoming an increasingly important consideration for students
choosing a college. This summer, Whitworth College will complete installation of its campuswide fiber-optic computer network. Every residence hall room will have a computer port so that
students can hook up to the campus network and the Internet using their own computers.
Shared resources - If recent history has taught private colleges anything, it's that
institutions get into trouble when they try to be all things to all people ratherthan focus on what
they do best and for whom they do it. As costs continue to rise, private colleges will have to come
up with creative ways to share resources with other institutions. Using
new communications and learning technologies, two colleges could
offer introductory-level courses in history or economics, where rote
information istransmitted to the students using new learning technology
such as telecommuting. Professors would then be freed up to focus
their energies on helping students integrate and apply the subject
matter. That's just one way emerging technologies could be applied to
share resources and reduce costs.

"','F

lora believes that escalating costs will eventually force colleges
. '.
and universities to take even bolder steps, "Costs need to be
'.
brought under control through fundamental change rather
'.
than cutting budgets or increasing endowments," he said.
"There's a tendency for schools to believe that a $100 million or $150
million endowment will solve all their problems. It won't." Flora says
that tenure for faculty, which he refers to as "golden handcuffs" on
colleges and universities, will have to be eliminated becauseit increases
costs, decreases accountability, and the arg uments used to justify it are
outdated. If costs continue to climb as they have, the tenure issue will
likely be the next big debate in the life of the academy. Increasingly,
private colleges will also have to adopt total-quality management
models that reduce costs and emphasize customer service, he said,
One thing that's clear is that private colleges and universities in the coming years will have
to learn to do more with less. "Colleges like Whitworth are going to have to be more efficient
without being less effective," said Robinson, "That will bethe challenge and it's going to change
the way we do business."
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SCHOLARLY PURSUITS
Whitworth's faculty members, devoted to teaching,
•

also pursue scholarly goals
Biology 20 I,
10:00 a.m., Thursday:
Attendance is spotty in the classroom - actua~y a 1,200seat auditorium at a major public university. Graduate assistants
roam the aisles, returning homework assignments to their
sections, as a teaching assistant steps up to the microphone on
stage. He begins his biology lecture, using a sophisticated video
system to display slides of the organisms being studied. Some
students talk among themselves, some settle in for a short nap.
Several listen to personal stereos. The majority are quiet, seemingly attentive; a few take notes furiously. The lecture, uninterrupted by questions or discussion, is concluded precisely 50
minutes after the hour. The teaching assistant disappears behind
the stage curtain, and a few students stay behind to try to find
their groups' graduate assistants; some scan the hallway bulletin
board for their midterm exam grades, posted by social security
numbers. By 10:55, the auditorium is completely empty.

Science Building,
10:00 a.m., Thursday:
Across campus, in a sophisticated microbiology laboratory,
Bl201's instructor, an assistant professor of biology, works with
a select group of graduate students on a thomy problem that
involves DNA sequencing. The professor will take the findings
from these experiments, present them at a prestigious science
symposium to be held at one of the Ivy League universities, and
add this research to the long list of articles that she must publish
before she will be considered for tenure.

S

cenes such as these take place every day at major universities, which face the problems of rising costs and dwindling resources. Such classes are being held all over the
country: classes in which the nominal professor rarely appears,
in which teaching assistants take responsibility for all instruction
and grading, and in which students are all but cut off from the
supposed source of wisdom for the course. At many of these
institutions, professors are evaluated almost solely upon the
basis of their research: the conferral of tenure is based upon the
number of articles published, even - according to a recent
segment on 60 Minutes - upon the number of pages produced.
Research is king; teaching has been reduced to a secondary role.
Despite this trend at larger universities, teaching remains the
first priority for professors at Whitworth. According to Provost
Ken Shipps, "Teaching is and has been the most important
purpose of'Whitworth's faculty." The college remains devoted to
the ideal of small classes taught by full-time faculty, and information sent to potential faculty as well as to potential students
emphasizes this strong commitment to excellence in teaching.
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by Terry Rayburn Mitchell, '93
And in the midst of this admirable devotion, is there room for
faculty scholarship? According to Faculty President Don Liebert,
Whitworth's commitment can only be strengthened by those who
are scholars as well as teachers: "Whitworth must be a place for
faculty to leam and to keep learning in order to teach and model
learning - not only because scholars control more and more
information, but because they also have an existential understanding of the learning process."
Despite the economic difficulties of recent years, the college
has continued to support faculty scholarship in several ways.
According to Shipps, Whitworth supplies assistance through IanTerm releases, sabbaticals, and assistance in obtaining outside
grants. "We are trying more and more to get outside funding for
scholarly work and are currently applying for a program, funded
by the Pew Charitable Trusts, that would allow four of our faculty
to pursue summer studies." Shipps added, "Since we think that
scholarship, broadly defined, is so important to our faculty, we
are also seeking funding for a permanent Center for Christian
Faculty Development and Scholarship."
Whitworth's"MysteryMan,"an anonymous donor whose
numerous gifts to longtime faculty and staff have made him a
legend at the college, has also made it possible in recent years for
faculty to attend conferences that would otherwise have been
beyond their financial reach. "M.M.," as he is affectionately
known on campus, has also committed $10,000 to this fund for
the 1995-96 academic year.
Though teaching is Whitworth's first priority - and though
research will never be the main criterion by which a Whitworth
professor is evaluated - faculty scholarship is also crucial to the
college's success. According to Liebert, "Students and faculty are
not on common ground when it comes to knowledge, if all those
years of graduate school are worth anything. But they can be on
common ground as colIeagues in the learning process." He
continued, "1 think students seek out faculty who are active in
scholarship because those teachers model the struggles and joys
of learning."
In the following pages, five faculty members from wideranging disciplines discuss their scholarly research and its implications for their students, the college, and the world beyond
Whitworth.
Terry Rayburn Mitchell is publications assistant/assistant to the
president at Whitworth College.
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Tracking the
killer paramecium
by Ryan S. Wilhite, '96
hen students enter the office of Finn Pond, associate

•

•

professor of biology at Whitworth College, their attention is captured by a message written with masking
tape on his office window: "Molecular Biology is Groovy."
Students know that Pond is no ordinary professor.
Pond's current research deals with "killerparamecia." Paramecia are single-celled organisms found in aquatic environments. Pond and his associates have identified a certain species
of paramecia that are symbiotically inhabited by a bacteria that
produces a lethal toxin. This toxin does not threaten humans or
the host paramecium, but can be lethal to other species of
paramecia that are exposed to it. Pond's research team is primarily
interested in how the toxin k:l1lsthe parameda, how the production
of the toxin is regulated, and whether this particular toxin is related
to other toxins found in different species of bacteria.
"We feel that if we can ascertain what is happening here, it
may help scientists better understand

certain mechanisms

of

bacterial pathogenesis and other bacterial toxins," said Pond.
"Furthermore, there are many similarities between what we're
looking at and other bacterial toxins harmful to humans. A better
understanding of what's happening with our killer parameda
may eventually give scientists in the medical field a better

understanding of human disease-causing organisms."
The team has made some key discoveries. "We've cloned and
sequenced genes for a complex protein, called the R-body, which
is assodated with the toxin and required for k:l1ling
the parameda.
We also have preliminary data to suggest that the toxin binds
membrane sugars." said Pond. He is optimistic about his research,

and credits much of his success to his colleagues.
Pond's most influential colleague at Whitworth is his wife,
Jean, who also teaches in the biology department. Jean Pond
received her Ph.D. in microbiology from the University of South
Dakota, focusing on membrane biochemistry. "She also did
post-doctoral work in gene sequencing and has been very
influential in designing our experiments," said Pond. Jean Pond
said that she enjoys working with her husband. "We have
complementary strengths and work well together," she said.
Another Whitworth colleague is Assistant Professor of Biology
Dean Jacobson, who has done much of the electron microscopy
for this research. Although these two individuals have been
important in Pond's research, he takes much pleasure in working with his student assistants, as well.
"I believe hands-on experience is an absolutely crucial
component of a student's education. My student assistants are
working with real problems that do not have easy answers. I've
been pleased with their progress and patience throughout this
research," said Pond.
Gretchen Rose, a senior biology major at Whitworth, has
worked with Pond for more than two years. According to Rose,
"Dr. Pond is the best biology professor I've ever had. He helps
me take what I've learned in the classroom and teaches me how
to appiy that knowledge in the lab. I'm helping to solve real
problems that face todav's scientists," said Rose.
Rose also respects Pond for being so active in his discipline.
"It feels good to know that Whitworth professors take the time
and energy to stay current in their fields. Dr. Pond is constantly
doing research, writing grant proposals, and publishing his
findings in such prestigious publications as The Joumal of
Bacteriology and theJoumal of Microbiological Reviews. Pond's
vigor forhis subject area has been a realmotivationto me," saidRose.

Ryan S. WrJhite,'96, is a junior biology major at Whitworth College.

Pond's work in molecular biology has given senior Gretchen Rose plenty of real-world research experience.
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Slack began her day at the library early in the morning, and
usually took just a short break at mid-day. "The food is really
expensive in France, and I didn't want to spend much on lunch,"

she said. "I usually just ran across the street to the bakery,
bought a croissant, and ate it standing up. Then it was back to
the library." At the end of the day she returned to the apartment
rented from relatives of Whitworth colleague Doug Sugano,
where she spent her evenings with her husband, Roger, and her
daughter, Kit - without whom, she said, "there's no way I'd
have gone to Paris in the first place."
Much research has been done on the Crusades; less has
been written about the individuals involved. "There are collections of charters for individual monasteries,

and there may be

one or two Crusade charters buried within some

of those

collections," Slack said. "Those charters may have been published as very expensive

scholarly works for libraries or as

journal articles that are somewhat

inaccessible

for the average

student." Slack is hoping to publish her work in paperback so
that both students and scholars will be able to use it. "It will be
more accessible

than the current stuff available," she said.

"People will be able to sit down and look through a collection of
just this one kind of charter."
A 1994 recipient of the prestigious Graves Award in the
Humanities, which has funded much of her most recent work,

£ Slack hopes to have her research published by next year. "There
~

L...

...J!"

Corliss Slack

ideology and daily life," she said. Even though previous collec-

Chronicling the
Crusaders
by Terry Rayburn Mitchell, '93

H

istoryProfessor Corliss Slack has spent the last three
summers in Paris, yet she has rarely been able - during
the daytime, at least - to stroll down the Champs
Elvsees, while away an hour at a sidewalk cafe, or sprint to the
top of the Edfel Tower. "I spent most of my time in the archives
at the Bibliotheque Nationale." she said, "holed up with Crusade
charters from the 12th century."
Slack's research involves the documentation of these charters, written by French crusaders on the eve of their departure for
Jerusalem. "The charters," according to Slack, "were written by
clergy but express the intentions of nobles who were either
mortgaging land to pay for their expeditions or disposing of
property in case they failed to return." The charters are written
in Latin, and Slack copied many of them by hand as she
researched her manuscript. "When I asked the clerk about
photocopying, she said that it would cost me 80 cents per page
for anything that couJdbe photocopied" she said, "and much of
the material couldn't be copied because the books were too old
to stand up to such rough treatment. So I ended up writing out
the manuscripts, making sure that I got all of the punctuation and
speIling absolutely right. In work like this, the sources have to be
quoted exactly."
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is no comparable source on motivation and finances for 12thcentury France, so the charters offer a unique view of popular
tions have included bits of chronicles along with the occasional

royal charter, Slack said, "as far as I know, a collection of charters
issued by laypeople on a particular theme is unique."
Whitworth's recent enrollment boom has affected Slack's
efforts to compile and type the material she has gathered over the
last several years: "Myclasses that used to enroll 14 or 15 students
- Medieval Europe, for example - now have 35. I'm doing a lot
more grading than I was before, but it's good in some ways, too.
I'm seeing some good students in my classes,

and when I'm

teaching, I'm really teaching," she said. "In a small, upper-division
class it's easy for students to get excited about a subject; it's harder
for them when the room is full and when there are some students

who aren't particularlyinterested in the material. Then I'm thinking,
'I have to make this an exdting course!"
Does Slack feel that Whitworth's emphasis on teaching has
a negative impact on her scholarly work?

"Not negative, no,"

she said. "I knew when I came to Whitworth that excellent
teaching was most important to the college and that my scholarship would have to take a back seat. That's frustrating sometimes,

and 1 wish that there were more

time and money

available for travel and conferences and study. But I appreciate
the help I have received, and I'm hoping that higher enrollments
will eventually mean more resources for those of us who are

trying to keep up in our fields." She smiled when she said, "And
I don't know too many academics
last three summers in Paris."

who've gotten to spend the

college; next, sampling women from a variety of higher education institutions;

Scholarly behavior
by Kyle Storm, '74

W

hat do eating-disordered

thinking and brain informa-

and finally, sampling men at Whitworth College,

In this research each partidpant is given a questionnaire that
assesses

family commitment

to religion

and personal

faith,

Results are compared with scores on an eating disorder inventory, So far, the results

reveal that women

who grow up in

tion transfer have in common? The answer: Glena

families with narrower behavioral and spiritual expectations are
likely to score in the same range as women diagnosed with

Schubarth,

eating disorders.

second-year

psychology

professor

at Whit-

worth College, who is currently investigating both of these topics.
Schubarth's initial research, which began at Boston's East-

Schubarths

research

is assisting

the therapeutic

commu-

nity in understanding how a family's strict religious expectations

ern Nazarene College, explores the correlation between religious
expectations and anorectic thinking. This research was prompted
by conversations with female undergraduates who came from
families or churches espousing strict behavioral rules, Schubarth

spiritual component of eating disorders," explained Schubarth,
"When we brought them our findings, most of what we heard

observed

confirmed our research."

grounds

that women

from behavior-focused

also exhibited typical anorectic symptoms

perfectionism,

body dissatisfaction

religious

back-

such as high

and fears about

maturity,

can have a harmful effect on some adolescents,
different hospital-specialized

programs

"We talked with

that did not address

the

In addition to contributing to the psychological literature and
the therapeutic community, Schubarth has helped advance the

Although anorexia nervosa involves the radical reduction of

academic careers of two Whitworth juniors, Brooke Earin and

body weight, Schubarth

Jessie

cautioned

that" eating disorders

are not

Trerise.

Helping

with the project's

data collection

has

about eating; they have more to do with control." For some

added a critical academic dimension to these students' educa-

young

tion that will pay dividends

adults,

Schubarth

explained,

the only control given to

them revolves around what they consume.
Schubarth's
ent phases:

research

first, sampling

to date has gone through three differonly women

students

when they go on to graduate

When she was asked about her other research,
at a Christian

school.

Schubarths

face instantly brightened. Two prominent brain researchers, Dr.
Warren Brown of the Fuller Graduate

School of Psychology

and

Dr. Malcolm leeves of the University of St. Andrews in Scotland,
have requested

Schubarth's

help in creating norms for a test to

measure interhemispheric transmission time in the brain. The
research

sounds

imposing,

complicated

and technologically

demanding. "We only have microcomputers
here in the lab," noted Schubarth. "However,
need to do our part of the research."
Essentially,

Schubarth

and her student

with the 286 chip
that is all we really
research

assistants,

seniors Nate Sitton and Michelle Conway, are measuring cerebral hemisphere transfer time for visual input and manual output
in left-handers.

Subjects

are instructed

to complete

manual

tasks on the computers that measure their reaction times. The
researchers

hope that this test will provide Brown and

Jeeves

with a tool to understand how both brain hemispheres interact
via the neural bridge called the "corpus callosum."

The test may

have some future practical applications in diagnosing subjects
born without a corpus caIIosum or in better understanding
dyslexia.
Schubarth is excited about the future of the project,
explained, because it has the potential to be a long-term
search

endeavor.

This will benefit

psychology

have just begun work on their degrees.
to the day when third-year
gathering

and statistical

students
analyses,

students

Schubarth

she
rewho

looks forward

will participate in the dataexposing

the students

to

relevant research and preparing them to be competent and
accomplished

research graduates.

She also looks forward to the

day when, with some generous support and grants, she can
enhance laboratory
for her students,

Sch ubarth and senior Lance Rickman put a rat through its
paces ill the psychology lab.

facilities and expand research

opportunities

Kyle Storm, '74, is a counselor [or School District 81 in Spokane,
He is also an acljunct instruclor at Whitworth College,
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The play's the thing
by Tad Wise"or, '89

L

ate medieval cycle plays, so called because they cover the
history of salvation from the creation of the world to
doomsday, have long fascinated English Professor Doug
Sugano.In fact,hewas firstattracted to them in graduate school, and
they were the topic of his dissertation at UClA While some
academics view the plays as folksy retellings of Bible stories for the
illiterate masses, Sugano has discovered something more: 'There's
this other dimension to the plays - a social and religiousdimension
-that makes you read them much more closely."
,
Most cycle plays, such as those in the York and Chester cycles,
are named forthe towns in which they were performed. But Sugano
has focused his research on the N- Town Plays, which come from
the region of East Angliain the eastern midlands of England, though
no one actually knows where they were performed. "They are
something of a mystery," said Sugano. "All we've got is the
manuscript dated around 1475. My own theory about these plays
is that they were an anthology put together from various sources.
Plays that are independent and were produced separately were
collected in this anthology and kept at a religious guild by a scribe
who wanted to keep his own pet project going. But my guess is that
the guild loaned the anthology out to different areas because there
are markings in the margins, prompt notes, that imply they were
also performed."
Since completing his Ph.D., Sugano has presented three
papers and published two articles on drama, and he is currently
working on a book about the plays. By discussing at least four
different East Anglian subcultures, Sugano hopes to show that "a
supposedly backwater area of England was still fairly sophisticated and was feeling the birthpangs of the Renaissance, even in
the late 1400s. This political and religious sophistication shows
itself in a polished drama that doesn't come from any civic
organization, but comes from a regional cooperation throughout
East Anglia."
Describing himselfas a "new historicist," Sugano explained,
"My approach is to interpret or contextualize literature closer to
the way contemporaries would have looked at it. 1like to figure
out what was going through the audience's mind while they were
watching this play. In order to do that, I've had to become a sort
of dilettante. I've had to learn art history and I've been collecting
slides of religious art. I've studied iconography, hagiography
[stories of the saints], and stagecraft. I've learned about political
and social events in England from the late-medieval period."
According to Sugano, the personal benefits of his research are
clear. "When I'm doing research - and my wife will attest to thisI'm excited about living," he said. "She'll say, 'You're more alive;
there's something going on in your brain." Sugano's students
benefit from his research as well. "I'vehad the opportunity to teach
a medieval drama course during Jan Term, and students were
overwheimed because I wanted to gush on for three hours."
While his teaching load is "a tad heavy" to provide for
research opportunities during the school year, Sugano has found
Whitworth to be a spiritually supportive environment for his
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Doag Sugano
research in other important ways. "When I'm teaching medieval
drama or when I want to talk to people about my work," he said,
"because this is a Christian institution at heart, I don't have to
explain myself a whole lot. Everyone around here knows the
basic biblical stories and knows that there are different ways to
interpret them.
"One of my great goals - one olthe things that I know I can
do at Whitworth - is to see a renaissance of medieval drama,"
he said. "The plays are so rich; they're not all long and boring and
tedious. Some are delightful- funny, bawdy, humorous." But
these plays are more than mere entertainment. Sugano believes
that the cycle plays can still teach us much in the 1990s. "Even
though they were written five or six hundred years ago, the
drama is sophisticated. It's theologically sound, it's human, and
it's entertaining. The problem in our culture is that we don't have
that combination."
Sugano illustrated his point by citing one of his favorite
scenes from the first of the N-Town Plays. In the scene, Lucifer,
dressed as a nobleman, takes the empty stage to deliver the
prologue. As Sugano explained, "Once you understand the
cultural setting it's even more meaningful. This play would be
performed near Easter, outdoors, on a market day or a holy day.
The first lines Lucifer says are, 'I am your lord, that out of hell
came.' These lines tell you that there is more than festival
entertainment going on here. This is metadrama. Lucifergoes on
to implicate everyone in the audience in Christ's death. The goal
of the play is to challenge all of our assumptions about what we
believe and how we live. That's why I love this stuff."

Tad Wisenor, '89, is assistant director of admissions at Whitworth
College. He also serves as faculty advisor for the yearbook.
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Mission Control, this is Whitworth, over
by Terry Raybum Mitchell, '93

P

hysics Professor Lois Kieffaber and her students are notorious for being out all night. During several of their recent
late-night forays, Kieffaber and her students took up the
task of providing ground-based support for February's mission
of the space shuttle Discovery. Whitworth was the only undergraduate institution in the world to provide such support. "We
weren't getting paid for this; we were just doing it 'for the good
of the order,' so to speak," said Kieffaber.
Kieffaber's ongoing study of airglow - the light emitted
from atoms and molecules in the atmosphere - paved the way
for this historic pairing of NASA and Whitworth. In her most
recent airglow studies, funded by the National Science Foundation, Kieffaber and her students have measured airglow with an
"all-sky imager," a camera with a fisheye lens capable of taking
photographs from horizon to horizon as a rotating filter wheel
picks out each color. Using time-lapse photography, this instrument measures the speed of airglow structures. A photometer,
which measures airglow brightness at the same four wavelengths, allows computer readings of the collected data at foursecond intervals.

Kieffabers studies have also included observations of wind
speeds and the passing of gravity waves. Airglow researchers
believe that the gravity waves may be caused by weather
disturbances

such as thunderstorms.

According to Kieffaber, the level where she studies atmospheric airglow is called "the ignorosphere" by scientists, because
"it's too low for satellites and too high for weather balloons."
Because so little is known about this area of the atmosphere,
interest in Kieffabers work is growing. "With the concern for

global climate and local weather, more and more research is
being done. There are a number of different layers of the
atmosphere, and people tend to study them separately," she
said. "The recent studies, including the study of the Discovery
mission, try to show how disturbances get from one layer to
another in the atmosphere."
Kieffaber likened the work to
assembling a jigsaw puzzle; "All the separate little pieces that
people have worked on now have to be put together."
A new atmospheric observing station to aid in the airglow
research has recently been constructed. The facility, funded by
grants from the National Science Foundation, is located 10 mlles
north of Spokane. A previous NSF grant helped purchase some
of the equipment, much of which Kieffaber and her students
assembled themselves. According to Kieffaber, the observatory
provides students with state-of-the-art research instrumentation.

Before this station was built, Kieffaber and her students
traveled as far away as New Mexico and Puerto Rico to study
airglow in the upper atmosphere. Now they conduct their
research from one of the northernmost stations of its kind in the
United States. Most such facilities are located farther south

because airglow observation in northern locations is often hampered by light from the aurora borealis, she said.
As they continue their research at the new facility, helping to
assemble the puzzle of atmospheric disturbances, Kieffaber's
students benefit from their hands-on participation in her research. "It gives them additional preparation to go on to graduate
school," Kieffaber said, "and it's our hope that Whitworth will
become one of the feeder schools for graduate work in aeranomy and atmospheric

physics."

The Discovery connection should prove especially beneficial to the students, Kieffaber said. "This has given them an 'in'
for summer internships in atmospheric physics at larger universities throughout the country."

Lois Kieffaber
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Hot new items available for
Whitworth alumni

ALUMNI BRIEFS

1995 Alumni Directory
Aphenomenal 51 percent of
Whitworth College alumni have
returned their 1995 Alumni Directory surveys. While this
means an enormous amount of
data entry and pushes back the
publishing date several weeks,
alumni can expect the new edition to arrive very soon.
Producing an alumni directory is an expensive venture,
and we are grateful to the many
alumni whose voluntary contributions helped cover expenses.
We're close to breaking even on
publication costs.
A thousand kudos to Dolly
(Cooke) Jackson, '92, and our
computer center personnel who
have fine-tuned our new database and patiently trained us in
the system's idiosyncrasies.

Career Networking
What can the Alumni Activities Office do to assist alumni
with their job searches? Not as
much as we'd like, butourstreamlined database allows us to do
some important networking.
We often get calls from
alumni, particularly new graduates, who are in the throes of a
job search or who are contemplating a career change. We can
generate a list of names of fellow alumni who live in the approximate region and share the
same professional expertise.
Advice from a veteran can prove
invaluable to a rookie.
If you'd rather not receive a
call from someone accessing
our networking system, please
let the Alumni Activities Office
know, and we'll complywithyour
request.
-

Ann Kennaly

Director of Alumni Activities
1-800-532-4668

The Alumni Activities Office presents
three new products for our alums around
the country. Our exclusive MacMillan Hall
and Ballard Hall sweatshirts
feature the
drawings of Ruth Huntley
Gothenquist,
'44, and are light heather gray with a red

college seal and accent stripe at neck, sleeves
and waist. Made of thick 50% polyester and
50% cotton, they are available in sizes L,
XL, and XXL for $29.50. (Shipping $4.00.)
At last! In response to many requests, we
now offer Whitworth alumni license plate
frames. Made of high quality impact-resistant plastic, the frames feature white raised
letters on a black frame with the Whitworth
flag logo and Alumni" on the top and
"Whitworth College" on the bottom. Show
your pride as a Whitworth alum wherever
you go! $4.00. (Mail orders $5.50; includes

junior Scott Bryan and sophomore Sarah
Eells model the latest in alumni attire.

II

tax and shipping

in padded

House, on the corner of College and
Hawthorne Roads, between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m., Monday

envelope.)

To order, call the Alumni Activities Office, 1-800-532-4668. To save shipping
charges, stop by the Alumni Center in Auld

Friday. Washington

On their way home

President Bill Robinson and five members of the Whitworth Choir pose for a picture at the
Los Angeles Airport en route home {ollowing a nine-day choir tour to Arizona and
Southern California. Thousands of friends and alumni were moved by the choir's eloquent
expression of Whitworth's dedication to Christian education. Pictured {rom left to right,
Ben Bruggemeier, Rob Martin, James Newman, President Robinson, Kirsten
Brandvold and Jolene Jones.

WHITWORTH
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through

residents add 8% sales tax. VISA and
MasterCards are welcome. In a hurry? Federal Express available upon request.
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Celebrating a decade

Eighty members of the Classes of 1983,
'84 and '8S and their spouses and guests
jammed into Arbor Crest's Cliff House to
renew friendships and share memories at
their lO-year reunion party.
Below, the camera catches
Faye Mcintyre, '83, Seattle.
At right, classmates from 1984, Michelle
(Hernandez) Estelle and Monty
Chamberlain, Spokane, and Dan and
Terri

/0

Roark,

Auburn,

Wash., catch up

on the iast 10 years.
Below right, Julie Fincham, left, and
Janice (Rasmussen) McQuilkin, from the
class of 1985, pause momentarily by the
buffet table.

The Varsity Quartet, 30
years later
Reuniting last summer at Tom
Piper's home in Woodinville,

Wash., are, from left, Piper, '65,
Loren Wenz, '66, Salem, Ore.;
Paul Benton, '65, Tacoma,
Wash.; and lim Bailey, '68, Oak
Harbor, Wash.
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'31

IN MEMORIAM
Dr. Robert "Bob" Biggs, '59, died in Spokane
on Jan. 25, 1995, at the age of 58. He received
his Doctor of Dental Science from the University of Washington and went on to practice dentistry in both Alaska and Washington. He was
past president of the Alaska Dental Society. He
is survived by his wife, Ramona Vande veegate.
son Jason, daughter London, his mother, two
brothers and a sister.
John E. "Jack" Blair, M.A. '87, died on Dec.
19,1994, from a cerebral hemorrhage suffered
Thanksgiving Day. Jack taught for many years,
coached high school girls' basketball and became athletic coordinator at Lewis & Clark High,
Spokane. He is survived by his wife, Jan, son
Shad, and daughter Jocelyn.
Walter K. Chariton, M, Ed. '65, died in Coeur
d'Alene on Dec. 6, 1994. A lifelong educator
and administrator, he retired in 1981 and became a forest technician with the U.S. Forest
Service. He was also active with the Boy Scouts.
He is survived by his wife, Lois, one son, four
daughters and numerous grandchildren.
Wilma M. (Timm) Dory, '38, died on October
27, 1994, in Brady, Montana. A teacher in several communities,
Wilma and her husband
farmed in eastern Washington until moving to
Montana in 1966. She died at age 78 and is
survived by her husband, Keith, a son, Tom, a
daughter, Karla, a brother and five grandchildren.
Gladys (Tattersall) Evers, '25. died in Spokane
on March 5, 1995. She worked for Pierce County
for 32 years and retired in 1975. She is survived by one daughter, Yvonne O'Leary, of
Florida.
Charlotte Catherine (Slater) Fancher, '34, died
May 13, 1994, in Spokane. She was 81 years
old. Survivors include husband Ward N. Fancher,
Jr., '35, and a son, Ward N, Fancher III, '67.
Eugenie Marie Guy, '74, passed away on June
22, 1994 at St. Thomas Hospital, Nashville,
Tenn. She is survived by a brother, E. H. Guy.
The Rev. Thomas Fowler, '54. died Dec. 6,
1994, in Spokane. In addition to serving as a
pastor in several Episcopal parishes, he was
involved with youth counseling and mental health
services. He is survived by his wife, Jean, three
sons, Patrick, David, and Wayne, and a daughter, Nancy Bourlier.
Herman A. Keys, '41, died on Oct. 19, 1994.
He received his master's degree in art from
Washington State University. A former art teacher
at Whitworth, he had two one-man shows, one
at the dedication of the Hardwick Union Building. He is survived by his wife, Charlotte, and a
sister, Mary Virginia Miller.

- continued all page 27
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Caroline (Petsch) Walker, '31, attended
Whitworth in 1927-29 when her family home was
Hawthorne House, currently the president's home.
She graduated from Washington State University and
enjoys six grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.

Clark have moved back to Spokane after retiring
from Wycliffe Bible Translators. He helps with his
church newsletter and writes for the Moody and
Wycliffe publications.

,41 Artist

Dr. Frederick Bronkema, mentioned again
in Who's Who in America, recently retired from the
National Council of Churches and lives in New York
City with his wife, Marguerite.

,43 The National

Carroll and Betty ('90) McCormick reportedly feed jelly to their house lizard and tolerate a
neighbor's chicken laying eggs on their counter at
their Peace Corps assignment in rural Panama. Rev.
Robert and Anita Rigstad have moved to Bensalem,
Penn .. where Bob is the new Associate Executive
for Church Growth in the Presbytery of Philadelphia.
Joyce (Anderson) and Galen A. Miller, '72, are retiring to a new home at Priest Lake, Idaho, in June
1995. Joyce is creating a "Nell of the North" historical play, doll, and children's coloring book in honor
of Nell Shipman, 1920s filmmaker at Priest Lake.

Sydney Eaton, Mt. Vernon, Wash.,
suffers from congestive heart failure and has little
strength. A Christmas note from his wife, Harriet
(Thorndike, '42), says he tries to draw every day.
Kidney Foundation of Washington honored Dr, Loren A. Gothberg at a champagne
receptio~ and dinner on Feb. 24, 1995, with proceeds
benefiting the Loren A. Gothberg Research Endowment, dedicated to the study of kidney disease.

,44

On Nov. 11, 1994, Florence (Reynolds)
Sayre represented Whitworth College as its official
delegate at the inauguration of Robert Smith as the
ninth president of Greenville College, Greenville, III.

'46

Dr. Dorothy M. Munce will help Narsapur
Christian Hospital, Narsapur, India, celebrate its 85th
anniversary in November and will then retire back in
the States. She's looking forward to attending the
Class of '46 reunion next year!

,54
'59

'60

Leroy Levesque remarried three years ago
and he and his wife spend winters in Arizona. Active

'49

Colette (Stirm) Gwinn serves as a courtappointed special advocate for neglected and abused
children. Husband Bill, '50, is chaplain at the Outdoor Resorts Chapel in Palm Springs, an innovative
ministry acclaimed in Russ Chandler's new book,
Racing Toward 2001. The Gwinns spend summers
in La Quinta, Calif. and winters in Palm Springs.

'50

The Rev.. Richard L. Terry is pastor of Plymouth Presbyterian Church of St. Helens, Ore.
Former faculty member and alum James C. Carlsen
was recipient of the Senior Research Award from
the National Music Educators National Conference
in recognition of his significant scholarly achievements in music and music education.

'51

Dr. David V, Yeaworth retired from First Presbyterian Church, Ardmore, Penn., in the spring of
1994. He continues to be active in the Presbytery
of Philadelphia with occasional supply preaching.
Grace (Clark, '52) Yeaworth continues teaching at
Delaware County Community College. They conducted a tour to Scandinavia in the summer of 1994.

'52

After five years in Kenya with Young Life International, Donald and Norma (Bjorneby) Bennett
live in Memphis, Tenn., where Donald is semi-retired
after 38 years with the organization.

'53

Elaine Boehmer, Seattle, Wash., retired after 20 years as a social worker with the American
Red Cross and several years as librarian at Sheldon
Jackson College. Chi Sun Kim is serving a threeyear term as President of the World Congress of
Labour Law and Social Security. Larry and Nancy

WHITWORTH

Philip Eaton, '65, has been appointed
university provost at Seattle Pacific
University. The change makes him the
chief academic officer at SPU. In
announcing the appointment, SPU
President E. Arthur Self says the
centrality of the academic program to
the mission of the University is
recognized. "Phil brings extraordinary
competence and vision to ollr academic
enterprise." Eaton received his M.A.
and Ph.D. from Arizona State University and was on the English faculty at
Whitworth from /968-1985. He served
as interim president ill 1992-1993
before the appointment of Bill
Robinson.
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in Senior Slow Pitch Softball and umpiring in
Snohomish County, leroy has two sons and four
grandchildren.

- continued [nnn page 26

'61

James D. Nordby has moved to Manitou
Springs, Colo. Bridge Ministries for Disability Concerns director Henk Wapstra has a new video available on the Redmond, Wash. agency, produced by
J. Graley Taylor, '50.

164

Alan and Christine Kaul, married in 1985,
have two children, Alexa, 7, and Ryan, 3. They live
in La Canada, Calif. Nancy (Burns) Acheson-Smith
works in anesthesia at UCLA and husband Wayne
is an FBI agent. Daughter Heather received her
master's degree from Stanford University and son
Robby is a senior at Brentwood School. Frances
Irwin has been elected moderator of Central Washington Presbytery.

Bob and Chris (Barkley,

'65 Suellen

Terrell is a registered nurse with
Sacred Heart Medical Center in Spokane.

'67

Jack (Jay) D. Moyers lives in Littleton, Colo"
with his new wife, Dianne. Merry Ann (Thomas)
Blanchard is a sales associate with Taylor & Taylor
Realty, a Prudential affiliate in Lincoln City, Ore. Wee
Sing creators Susan Nipp and Pam Beal have just
released the ninth in the series of children's audio
and video tapes. The series, which has sold more
than 19 million units since 1977, is produced entirely in the Pacific Northwest.

'68

Jerry Van Marter has been appointed Coordinator for News Services for the Presbyterian
Church (USA) in Louisville, Ky.

,70

Revs. Steve and Lucinda (Warner, '71)
Gorman are planning a "grand West Coast vacation" to attend their 25th-year reunion at Whitworth.

'71

Ed Morgan (M.A. '74) has retired from the
Air Force and the family lives in Folsom, Calif. Ed
works at Kaiser Hospital in Sacramento. Diane
(Darden) plans to substitute teach, and sons Brian
and Scott are sophomores in high school and college, respectively.

When
-

'74)

Turner, Coellr d'Alene, Idaho, along
with SO/l Isaac, 14, and daughter loy,
12, completed a 500-mile trek through
Oregon this summer. Pictured at Mt.
Jefferson Park in northern Oregon at
the 350-mile point, the family ended
its mega-hike at Cascade Locks. Bob
was wildemess director at Whitworth
in 1975-76.

173

Cheryl (Merry) Sheehan and Whitworth
hand bell director Stan McDaniel were married Jan.
7, 1995, at Northwood Presbyterian in Spokane.
Cheryl graduated from the Intercollegiate Center for
Nursing Education program in January and passed
her State Boards, receiving her R.N. in March. Craig
and Sharon (Mason, '79) Weddle announce the
arrival of Christopher Mason, who joins sister Megan,
5. Craig has opened his second Oak Furniture Warehouse store in Spokane. John D. and Kris Ansotigue
live in Auburn, Wash., and have three children, ages
8,5, and 2. Miriam M. (Mimi) Dixon celebrated her
tenth year as senior pastor of First Presbyterian
Church, Golden, Colo., and the 125th anniversary

you read Class Notes, it almost always evokes memories and emotions

joy for the birth of a child to a former roommate, sadness at the loss of a

classmate, pride in the achievement of a friend or colleague. Let those emotions
produce "new life" by sending a gih to Whitworth

in honor or memory of that

friend. Your gift will be acknowledged with an appropriate card to the honoree or
family. You will also receive thanks and a tax-deductible receipt from the college.
What a wonderful way to remember a friend and Whitworth at the same time!
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Diana C. Marks, '60, Whitworth alumna and
former coach and professor, died on Sept. 26,
1994, at University Medical Center in Seattle.
Marks graduated from Wheaton College and received her master's from Whitworth in 1960.
She began teaching in 1956 and retired as head
of the physical education/recreation department
and member of the Whitworth Athletic Hall of
Fame. She became a minister and served as
pastor of the Christian Life Center in Spokane
following her retirement. She is survived by her
brothers, Charles and Hartwell Marks, and a
sister, Kemsley Marks.
Thomas William Marsden, '50, passed away
Feb. 17, 1995, from cancer. He received his
master's degree from the University of Washington and taught middle school science until
his retirement in 1986. He is survived by his
wife, Charlotte, and two sons, Ursus and Floyd
Marsden.
Nancy M. (Kauhnan) Nixon, '65, died on March
19, 1994, following a 32-year battle with multiple sclerosis. She moved to Yakima in 1972,
where she helped Yakima Valley Memorial Hospital establish its Social Services Department
and was honored by the Central Washington
chapter of the National Multiple Sclerosis Society as its" Person of the Year." She is survived
by her husband, Michael, daughters Trine Butler and Christina Nixon, and her mother.
Cecil R. Robinette, M.A.'69, died in Spokane
on Feb. 4, 1995. He taught math for many years
prior to becoming a principal in Dist. 81. As a
member of First Presbyterian Church he served
in many capacities, including deacon and elder.
Robinette is survived by his wife, Virginia, sons
Thomas E. and Martin, a daughter, Jane Orlob,
and a brother and sister.
Frederick L. Peterson, '47, died on Feb. 21,
1995, in Spokane. Fred worked after graduation for The Spokesman-Review
in the sports
department,
eventually becoming executive
sports editor. After leaving The Spokesman, he
helped to start several outdoor-orienteo newspapers, including the Outdoor Press. He is survived by his wife, Gwen, two sons, Fred II and
Chris, and several granddaughters.
Jeannette E. (Foster) Taylor, died Feb. g, 1995,
in Concord, Calif. She was secretary to the president of Whitworth College, Dr. Ward Sullivan,
from 1934-38. She was also manager of the
college bookstore. She is survived by her husband, C. Emory Taylor of Martinez, Calif., two
sons and a daughter.
Darlene R. (Curtis) Travis, '51, died Jan. 13,
1995, in Seattle. She was married to Byron A.
Travis, '52, and served as music director at
several of his ministries. She is survived by her
husband, three daughters and one son.
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of the church. Susan (Rose) Sufficool and husband
Norman live in Orange, Calif" where they are involved
in activities at Plaza Bible Church.

,75

Mary A. Boyle married Dennis Berhalter
on Nov. 26, 1994, and the couple lives in Scottsdale,
Ariz. Laura Hornberger received her master's degree in nursing and works in home health care in
San Carlos, Calif. Gary and Gloria Gallegos, of San
Jose, Calif., celebrated the birth of daughter Emily.
Harry Crumbaker, first male to graduate in the Senior College program, is recovering from a stroke and
looks forward to resuming some of his civic activities.

'77

Debi (Klahn) and Steve Knight have opened
the Standford Agency in Clevedon, Avon, England,
to produce in-house publications for companies. They
are involved with community and school activities
with their children Kati, 9, Clare, II, and David, 13.
Takako Kamiya has three children, Koichi, 8, Yuji,
4 and Hiroshi, 3. Their antics remind her of her student-teaching days at Whitworthl Jean LaCasse is
back in Spokane after being in the Far East (mainly
Japan) for four years. Joann Landon is a full-time
mom in Eugene, Ore., busy with 15-month-old Kate,
while husband Alan Danker develops software products for Great Bear Technologies. Rev. Sheri Noah
and husband David Hacker, Stockton, Calif., announce the birth of Zachary Noah Hacker on May
10, 1994. He joins Hilary, 12, and Corey, 8. Rev. Will
Mason accepted a call to Southampton Presbyterian Church in St. Louis. He and his wife Beth "love
the city and the urban church. We're doing plenty of
church-based community organizing and the usual
church work." Proud Whitworth parents JoAnn and
William Washburn' sent news of the "Washburn
women" - Nancy (Washburn) Nordlund lives in Los
Altos, Calif. and has one son, Erik, 16 mos.; Anne
(Washburn) Crawford, '80, has a daughter, Katie,
and lives in Olympia, Wash.; and Linda (Washburn)
Delong, '87, has a two-year-old daughter, Sarah,
and lives in Donald, Ore. Rondi (Snelling) Downs
received her Master of Library Science at the University of Washington, has worked at the Yakima
Public Library, taught for City University and writes
book reviews for Working Moms Caring and Sharing
Newsletter.

,78

Barry Andrews is a special education consultant with the Clackamas County School District.
He has a 10-year-old daughter, is divorced and "does
concerts to the glory of Jesus!" Joel Ferris, Jr. married Sara White on June 18. 1994. Joel is a representative for hardwood dining and bedroom furniture and contract office furnishings. Sara earned
her Washington elementary credential and is substitute teaching in Spokane. lawrence and Linda
Zenger-G'Brlen live in Prosser, wash. where Linda
teaches fifth grade bilingual education. Larry teaches
language arts and coaches baseball in neighboring
Grandview. They have three children, Kelly, 7, Liana,
6, and Madeline Rae, 16 months. Sarah Stephens,
Geneva, Switz., is a consultant for several international church and relief associations, organizing a
conference on refugees in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

Following the conference,
job in Geneva or Africa.

she hopes to find a new

'79

Robert Donin is the executive vice president of the California chapter, National Association
of Managed Care Physicians, in Los Angeles. Klmbetty (Heineccius) and Tom Till have moved to Battle
Creek, Mich. where she is taking a break from putting Tom through graduate school. Tom is a
physician's assistant and son Andrew is in first
grade. ~ob and Tiley (Martin, '81) Frost live in
Evanston, 111.,where Bob works in the music and
worship department at Winnetka Bible Church. Tiley
owns tiley designs, ltd., selling frameables,
notecards
and gifts through stores such as
Nordstrom. They celebrated their 15th wedding anniversary in August.

Congratulations!
Barbara L. Murray, '83, an English teacher
in Portland,

was selected

to be Oregon's

Teacher of the Year because of her" outstanding skills as a teacher, public speaker and
advocate for the profession."

'80

The Rev. Thomas and Lori lamb, Peekskill,
N.Y., announce the birth of Kimberly Rae on May 2,
1994. Sandra G. (Avey) and Jonathan O'Malley
welcomed Kyle Randall to the family on Nov. 11,
1994. He joins sisters Jessica Lee, 11, and Jaclynn
Gay, 5, in Spokane. Mary lynne (Geib) Schilling is
the budget director for student publications at WSU.
She lives in Lewiston, Idaho, where her husband,
Ron, is a Second District judge for Nez Perce County.
Jan (Mclarren)
Caldwell has been awarded the
Pembrooke Fellowship at Cambridge University by
the University of Washington. She is the visiting
scholar for 1994-95 while she works on her Ph.D.
dissertation, "Theories of Body and Mind in Nineteenth-Century Literature." Kris Freeman is writing
and editing for the University of Washington. Vic Bobb
has publicly forgiven her for becoming a Husky fan!

'81

Cathy Runkle is an interior designer in
Venice, Calif. Cathy (Schoessler)
and Warren
Hammel welcomed daughter Grace on Oct. 21,
1994. She joins three siblings. The family lives in
Eyota, Minn. Dr. David J. and Lisa J. (Ransom)
Flesher live in Oklahoma City, where David is in private practice as an orthopedic surgeon specializing
in sports medicine. Lisa, in addition to being a fulltime mom to Rachel, 5, and Ryan, 2, is writing poetry again and will be published in the periodical
Nimrod this spring. Pamela (Corpron) Parker has
completed her Ph.D. at the University of Oregon,
with a specialty in Victorian literature. She has been
accepted as a Lilly Fellow at Valparaiso University,
where she will teach and be part of a program to
develop faculty for church-related colleges.

'82

Kathleen (Allen) and Kent Tramel live in
Sunnyside, Wash., and have three children, Hank,
5, Wilson, 3,and Stan, 12. Brian and Sally (Keene)
Gundry live in Kittitas, Wash., where Brian teaches
in Soap Lake School District while working on his
master's in music education at Central Washington
University; Sally received her master's in social work
from Eastern Washington University in 1993 and
works for Royal Vista Care Center in Ellensburg.
Kenneth and Karen Lindgren are enjoying son Lance,
2, at home in Oakesdale, Wash. David Byle married Debora Fernandez on Dec. 17, 1994 in Seville,
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Spain. Jill L. Bauermeister-Smith and Lindsey Smith
announce the birth of Dustin Johnathon on May 22,
1994. He joins brother Ryan Christopher, 2, at home
in Herndon, Va. Kelly (Winkelman) and Fred Prudek,
Ben, 10, Katie, 7, and Jon, 3, are on a new adventure in Prague, Czech Republic with the International
Fellowship of Evangelical Students, an affiliate of
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship. They are working

Good luck in the national competition!
with Czech university students to establish a national Christian student movement. Drs. laurie
Mcquaig and David G. Ramaley, of Seattle, announce the birth of Peter McQuaig-Ramaley on Sept.
10,1994. Ellie Rae Metzelaar weighed in at 9Ibs.,
1.5 oz., at her birth on Oct. 8, 1994. She is the
daughter of Diane (Dalla lasta)
and William
Metzelaar, Citrus Heights, Calif. Mary (Norton)
Lawson is active as an elder at Turlock (Calif.) Presbyterian Church and is accountant for a company in
Turlock.

'83

Iris Eimon-Kroehler and Ted Eimon and son,
Bridge, 2, will welcome a new addition to the family
in May. Stephanie (Harris) and Dan Seely rejoiced
at the birth of Mark Ray Seely, born July 8, 1994.
He was welcomed by sisters Laura, 4, and Melissa,
2. Tina Schmidt and her husband Chris live in Omak,
Wash., where Tina is a music and voice teacher at
Bethel Christian Academy. laurie (Fuller) and Eric
Alexander, Redmond, Wash., welcomed new daughter Elizabeth into the world on March 14, 1994. Marni
and Harold J. Heiter, Bakersfield, Calif., added Ty to
their family on Sept. 30, 1994. Cindy (Chemberlain) Archuleta is completing her first year in law
school at Loyola University in Los Angeles. Diane
(Harrison) Holt earned her master's degree in tech"
nology in education and is the computer specialist
for an elementary school in Maple Valley, Wash. Dave
and Patty (Graham, '84) Sherve live in Danville,
Calif., where Dave works for an advertising company. Patty has been a special education teacher,
taught for Heald College and is now a company
marketing coordinator.

'84

Scott and Lisa Horchover live in Bothell,
Wash., where Scott is a boat captain for 0 & V Boat
Co. and Lisa is self-employed in the print communications field with SLH Communications. Suzanne
H. Ahn married Jerry Read on June 11, 1994, and
they live in Seattle. After meeting in Alfred Gray's
journalism class in 1979 and participating in Tall
Timbers Jan Term in 1982, Pam Paggett and Mark
Pierce were married in Kauai, Hawaii, on Dec. 14,
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1994. They live in Spokane. where Pam works for
Safeway and Mark installs irrigation systems. Bill
and Stephanie (Redelsperger, '88) Barth live in
Salem, Ore. and welcomed Christina Elizabeth, born
Nov. 6, 1994. Bill is a financial data processor and
Stephanie plans to give music lessons at home while
being a full-time mom.

'85

Thomas and Teresa Weadick, Aurora, Colo.,
announce the birth of Joy Alyssa on Nov. 11, 1994.
Bob Thomson is the associate pastor for youth at
First Presbyterian Church in Flint, Mich. Lauren
Danielle Curtis was born on Aug. 24, 1994, to Diane
(Johnson) and Bret Curtis. She joins sisters Holly,
5, and Jamie, 3. Diane runs a licensed day care
home and Bret teaches for Port Angeles School District. Jeff and Susan (Porter, '86) Leavitt live in
Reardan, Wash .. where Jeff coaches softball and
teaches high school business education. Susan is
at home with Melinda, 4, Daniel, 2, and new baby
Ryan. Jeff and Susan are both involved in Faith Bible
Church and do Christian financial counseling. Their
next door neighbor is Esther (Miller) Gray, '38. Small
world! Rebecca Douglass and husband David
Dempsey live in San Francisco, where Rebecca has
completed the first draft of her dissertation for her Ph.D.
in medieval studies.

'86

Scott and Miriam (Cox, '87) Campbell,
Olympia, Wash., have l&month-old twins, Emma and
Isabel. Brian and Julie A. (Hickman, '88) McGuire
moved to Fresno in February 1994, where Brian is
traffic manager for Dunavan Enterprises, a large
cotton merchant. Daughter Morgan Taylor was born
April 30, 1994, and Megan is now in kindergarten.
Anita Dawn Lenzi was born March 27, 1994, to D.
Nicholas and Carina Lenzi, ofTigard, Ore. Dad works
for Standard Insurance in the greater Portland area
as a defined contribution analyst. Mark and Ruth
Oordt celebrated the birth of their first child, Andrew, on May 2, 1994. Mark was awarded a postdoctoral fellowship in behavioral health psychology
in San Antonio, Tex. Dirk and Traci Anderson, Lake
Oswego, Ore., announce the birth of daughter
Hannah on Sept. 26, 1994.

,87

David and Lynn (Sievers, '90) Kennaly welcomed the arrival of Patrick David on Dec. 11, 1994,
in Laurel, Md., David works for the Library of Congress and Lynn is a research biologist with the USDA.
Daniel and Lisa Collins live in Deer Park, Wash.,
and have one son, Levi Joseph, born in October
1993. Agaryvette Rojas was married to Eduardo
Del Valle on Dec. 9, 1994. Evan Hiett was born on
April 24, 1994, to Stacie (McClean) and Randy Hiett
of Seattle. He joins big sister Rebecca, 4 years old.
Rick Bolen was promoted to sales manager and
opened the Spokane office of Night Rider, a professional document support service. Married in October 1994, he and his wife, Kathryne, live in Spokane. Tim Boggess is associate pastor at Euharlee
Presbyterian Church in Cartersville, Ga. "In other
news, I'm still single and quite eligible .... " Ann
(Knudson) and Robert Rainwater, of Tacoma, Wash.,
announce the birth of Benjamin-Scott on Nov. 19,
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1993. Dana (Paulson) and Doug Kuhn were married July 9, 1994, and bought their first home in
Bellevue. Dana teaches physical education in
Issaquah and they both lead Young Life at Newport
High School in Bellevue. Leif Peterson is publisher
and editor of Kinesis magazine, published in Whitefish, Mont. Tom Ellis attends Assemblies of God
Theological Seminary in Springfield, Mo., and is
learning how to deliver good sermons! He hopes to
make a mission trip to Korea in the summer. Miriam
(Cox) Campbell teaches English and drama in
middle school in Aberdeen, Wash. She and other
Whitworth grads have a book group.

'88

A previous Class Notes should have said
that Jeff and Corrin (Barney) Bare have moved from
San Jose to Sacramento, Calif. We apologize for
the error. Damon L. McCauley just started his own
business development group in Spokane. Brad and
Susan (Bass) Taylor own Imeglc, Inc., a computer
graphics business in Salem, Ore. They have two
daughters, Miyako, 5, and Hannah, 3. Kirsten M.
Lee finished her master's in environmental science
at Western Washington University and is a secondary teacher at Mt. Vernon, Wash. Julie (McClun)
and Scott Sundem, Lakeville, Minn., celebrated the
birth of their first child, Haley Linn, on Nov. 1, 1994.
Mark and Susan (Panting, '89) Kim welcomed a
new addition, Thomas, tothe family on Nov. 6, 1994.
He joins brother Nicholas, 3. Susan is self-employed
as a stained glass artist in Spokane. Blaine Bennett
is the new head football coach at Western Oregon
State College. Blaine, who set a passing record
(since broken) at Whitworth in 1986, is the son of
former Whitworth head coach Shorty Bennett, '62,
and was formerly the head offensive coach at
WOSC. Kurt Hans Liebert and Melanie Ruth Noel,
'90, were married at First Presbyterian in Portland,
Ore., and are living in New York City. Karen Leh has
left Alfred A. Knopf Publishing in New York City to
begin graduate work in the writing program at University of Iowa. Lana Howe organized an after-school
tutoring program co-sponsored by her church, ran a
summer day camp and started a new job with Ernplayers Reinsurance Corporation as an underwriting assistant in Philadelphia. Charlie Wait is in the
English graduate program at the University of Minn.
Jennifer Seyler returned from five years in Germany,
stopped by the alumni office to buy a sweatshirt.
and headed for Seattle to job-hunt.

'89

Dave and Maryleigh Rohrman celebrated
the birth of their first child, Jordyn, on Aug. 11, 1994.
Dawn Greenwood and Tim Donahue, Palo Alto, Calif., were married on Oct. 8, 1994. Stacy (James)
and Terry Balthazar have two children, Paige, 2,
and Morgan, 10 months, and live in Omak, Wash.
Wayne and Jamie Wenstrom announce the birth of
Jackson James on Jan. 10, 1995. He joins siblings
Jordy, 3, and Jaoria. 2, and the family lives in
Dickinson, N. D. Greg Verhey and Kimberly Christine, '91, opened a personal fitness studio in La
Jolla, Calif. following a 3-month road-camping trip
around the U. S. Monique (Lundin) and Kenneth
James have a three-year-old son, Kenneth Bryan.
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Karen (Damm) McCullough, '91,
won a $500 award for excellence from
The Village Companies, a Chapel Hill,
N.C., media-oriented company. Karen,
a proofreaster for the company's moll
advocate division, received her master's
degree in English from the University of
North Carolina in 1993. Her
husband, Chris, '92, works for
Measurement, inc. in Durham. The
McCulloughs live in Chapel Hill.
Monique teaches special education students in high
school and lives near fellow alum Marcy (James)
Bradley, '88. Wendy (Franz) and Darrel Rogers live
in Colville with daughters Aubrey, born April 25,
1994, and Ohenea, 3. Marlene Rogers lives in
Colbert, Wash., and is an elementary teacher at
Orchard Prairie School in Spokane. Cheryl
(Oldenkamp) and Joel Hunter, '90, have returned
to Richland, Wash., from Texas, where Joel earned
a master's in zoology from the University of Texas.
Joel works for Columbia Energy as an environmental consultant while Cheryl enjoys staying home with
Cordell, 2. They await the birth of another child in
June. Kellie (Burch) and Jeff Frykholm live in Madison, Wise. with son Soren Kristoffer.
Nancy
(Kassouni) and Greg McGinnis are always busy,
raising two sons, Paul, 5, and Gage, 2, in Elk Grove,
Calif. Nancy is medical group administrator for Kaiser Permanente Hospital in Davis and Greg is a sales
representative for Weyerhauser Co. Wendi (Barram)
and Robert Scheuble, Salem, Ore., celebrated the
birth of Jordan Daniel on Oct. 27, 1994. Wendi is a
Mary Kay Cosmetics representative and Bob is police liaison officer for Silverton Union High School.
Jennifer McKenna is an educational specialist and
behavior interventionist for the Mead School District. She dances with the conservatory ballet theater and is the assistant coordinator/curriculum
developer for children's ministries at Calvary Chapel.
Ronald P. and LeAnn (Coumbs) Rupke welcomed
Katie LeAnn to the family Jan. 30, 1994. Marianne
(Deal) Stephens completed her master's degree at
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ton and convenience store in Staunton, Va., where
I sell night crawlers and ammo to the surly, but colorful 'sportsmen' who prowl the southern backwoods in search of prey. Sometimes I make them
sandwiches. One day I will write a novel of these
thrilling times which will serve as a signpost for others of my generation. No doubt a miniseries will follow." Clark and Linda Peterson, Portland, Ore., are
pleased to announce the birth of Katie, their first
child, on Nov. 27, 1994. David L. and Oarcea R.
Hopf have three children, Mikhail, 1, Megan, 5, and
Amber, 8. The family lives in Toledo, Wash. on a
couple acres of land and David is in the master's
program at City University. William J. Hartmann is
the owner of Hartmann Travel in Dallas, Texas.
Louise Bride and Corey Cowell were married Oct. 8,
1994, and live in Hanahan, S.C. Taina C. Coffey
and Mark K. Frazer were married Sept. 9, 1994,
and live in Beaverton, Ore. Melanie Allerdings mar-

Boston College, teaches at Metropolitan State College in Denver, Colo., and is investigating Ph.D. programs. Bretta Pirie is finishing her dissertation on
women in medieval drama at the University of

Toronto.

'90

Kyle Orwig completed his Ph.D. in biochemistry, biophysics and animal sciences at Oregon
State University in May, 1994. Wife Valerie (Word)
received her master's degree in secondary mathematics education from Western Oregon State College. They recently moved to Olathe, Ken. where
Kyle is a post-doctoral fellow at the University of
Kansas medical school and Val is teaching math in
middle school at Overland Park. Lynnea Johnson,
Palo Alto, Calif., works in the marketing communications department at Laserscope. a company that
manufactures and markets surgical laser equipment.
She's hoping to change job directions in the next
couple years and work in a third-world country. Eliza.
beth Tyler and F. M. Gomez announce the birth of
Alexander Gomez-Tyler on New Year's Day, 1994.
Jim and Deb Wilkins-Luton taught English in Japan
for two years and are now living in Vancouver, Wash.
Ronald and Rebecca Barnes live in Norwood, Colo.,
where Ronald works as a night operator with Telluride Bancorp. Quinn and Tamara Morrison were
married on April 16, 1994. Kelly Nickless is the
education department secretary at Whitworth. Ned
Hayes is a literature and reading specialist for first
and second grades in Montrose, Calif., and hopes to
return to the Northwest to pursue graduate studies.

Jeff Shriver, '92, has begun a threeyear assignment as an associate for
international investment relations in
Nicaragua with the Mennonite Central
Committee, MCC is the relief and
development agency of the Mennonite
and Brethren in Christ Churches of
North America.
on Jan.H, 1995. The family lives in Seattle. Michele
Paige Mooney is engaged to marry Andrew Robblee,
'95, in Deer Park in July, 1995; they plan to live in
Bellevue following the wedding. Troy Burns is writing for Career Services Center, a resume company
in Spokane. Karen (Gruber) Crandal is a development associate and writer for United Way in Portland. She and husband Scot, '93, live in Vancouver,
Wash., where Scot teaches junior high choir. LaRinda
(Utter) Chapin lives in Coeur d'Alene and is the
print production coordinator for International Ambassador Programs in Spokane.

'91

Tanya M. Taylor and Curtis J. Myers are
living in Seattle following their marriage. Stacy K.
(Graves) and William Mouat announce the birth of
their first child, Ryan, on Aug. 4, 1994. Ronald L.
Knott and Valerie Ganir were married Aug. 5, 1994,
in Hawaii. He is an independent software consultant in Minneapolis and Val works at Nordstrom in
the Megamall. They plan to move to Seattle in the
near future. Lt.(j.g,) Marshall Monteville has completed Naval Officer Indoctrination School in Newport, R.I. Amy Vogt lives in San Francisco and works
as site director for a YMCA child care program.
Tracey and Greg Warren welcomed Brandon Michael
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Trevor St. John, '93, Los Angeles,
Calif, played the title character's son,
David, in the TV movie, "Serving hi
Silence: The Margarethe Cammermeyer
StOIY," starring Glenn Cluse.

'92

Kara B. Meissner has a new teaching position and lives in Bothell, Wash. Robert B. Smith is
"at present, working at the 'Stop 'n Go' filling sta-
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ried Tim Figart on July 23, 1994, at Glad Tiding Assembly of God Church in Spokane. Katherine
Worthington Haworth is a supervisor for the YMCA
Childcare Resource Service/GAIN Program. She is
working on her master of education in college counseling at the University of San Diego. Dolly (Cooke)
Jackson is an associate director for development
and annual fund director at Whitworth. Kathy Davis
is director of housing for Whitworth.

'93 Kimber

Kirsch and Zane Wells were married in Spokane at Bozarth Mansion on June 5,
1994. Juli Anna Swinnerton teaches French, Spanish and a language sampler (French, Spanish, German, American Sign Language, Japanese and Russian) at Harbor Pointe Middle School in Mukilteo,
Wash. She also works with the high school group at
University Presbyterian Church. Trevor St. John appeared as actress Glenn Close's character's son
David in the TV movie, "Serving in Silence: The
Margarethe Cammermeyer Story." Roni Reed, in the
top 25 percent of her class, has been invited to join
Cornell Law School's Law Review and was awarded
the Corpus Juris Secundum Award in Property. Anna
Schowengerdt attends the Graduate School of International Studies at the University of Denver, working toward her master's in international politics and
development. She has been awarded a graduate
internship with the State Department and will work
in the U.S. Embassy in Guinea, West Africa, as a
junior foreign service officer in the oourcar/econom.
ics division. "Guinea receives 100 inches of rain in
July and August, so I'll be packing my hip-waders,"
says Anna. Steven B. and April Moore live in Spokane following their recent wedding. Krista Vasquez
won first place in the Society for Professional Journalists annual competition in the college newspaper category. Krista is a reporter and weekend anchor for KLBK- TV in Lubbock, Texas. Melanie
McCabe married Jeff Gombosky in July and teaches
English and debate at Mead High School. She plans
to begin work on her master's degree in English and
women's studies this spring. Scott Lum is employed
by USWest in Bellevue, Wash. Dan and Kebra
(Kendall, '94) Thompson were married July 9,1994,
and live in Kent, Wash. Dan is teaching at Lake
Washington High School in Kirkland and Kebra
teaches at Rogers High School in Puyallup.

GRADUATE-GRAMS
We are happy to add a new section to our Class Notes and recognize those
Whitworthians who have attended Whitworth's graduate school. News about
graduate school alumni tends to getlost" among all the undergraduate notes,
so we'll try to share your news through the Graduate-grams.
Todd Bloomquist, '90, M.Ed. '94, teaches
high school English in Medford, Ore. Cynthia
Clauson, M.A.T. '82, was named interim superintendent for the Nine Mile Falls School
District. Lynn Erickson, '94, is assistant principal in the alternative schools of District #81,
Spokane. Connie McRae Howard, M.Ed. '79,
is K-5 principal at Laurel Hills Elementary
School, Rayton, Mo. Shannon Johnson, M.Ed.
'94, is working on her Ph.D. in psychology at
Biola University, Los Angeles. Cheri Mataya,
M.Ed. '94, accepted a position at Northwest
Regional Lab after completing her counseling
practicurn at Vanessa Behan Crisis Nursery.
FourWhitworthians were appointed principals
in District #81, Spokane: Mike Cosgrove,
M.Ed. '94, is at Franklin Elementary, Lou
Haymond, '94, is at Balboa Elementary,
Steven Indgjerd, '94, took over at Grant Elementary, and Brad Lundstrom, '79, is at
Holmes Elementary. Sherry Athey, M.Ed. '94,
is a therapist/case manager at Pend Oreille
Mental Health. Marilyn Cain, M.Ed. '94, is a
school counselor at Seltice Elementary in Post
Falls, Idaho. Tom Capp, M.Ed. '94, is a third
grade teacher at Deer Park. Wash. Ron
Chadwick, '93, was appointed assistant principal at Northwood Jr. High in Mead, Wash.

M. I. M.

'94
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Julie Clausen, M.Ed. '94, is a counselor with
Lutheran Social Services. Matt Ellsara, M.Ed.
'93, is assistant principal at Garry Middle
School in Spokane. Mary Mutitu, M.A.T '94,
teaches at Jason Lee Jr. High, Vancouver,
Wash. Julie Rose, M.A.T. '94, is a special
education resource teacher at Riverside Middle
School in Chattaroy, Wash. Central Valley High
School, Spokane, has three recent Whitworth
appointments: Linda Ryberg, M.Ed. '94, is a
counselor, Rick Sicilia, '92, is assistant principal, and Paul Sturm, M.Ed. '90, is principal.
Cindy Simonson, current M.A.T. program, was
appointed a sixth grade teacher at Westview
Elementary in Spokane. Darrell Urlacher,
M.Ed. '94 and Dan Huffman, M.Ed. '84, were
named recipients of the 1994 Washington
award for Excellence in Education. Darrell
works for West Valley School District as a district-wide intervention specialist. Kelly Will·
iams, current M.Ed. candidate, was a winner
of the Good Neighbor of the Year award, nominated by appreciative neighbors in the fifth
annual Spokesman-Review contest in Spokane. Michelle Ziegler, M.Ed. '94, is a social
worker/counselor at Meadowridge Elementary
in Mead, Wash.

A graduate degree program for today's
global business climate

Jonathan Sloan is completing his first year
at Austin Theological Seminary. Mark A. Terrell is
chaplain at Riverview Youth Center in Spokane. Amy
Shoffner has been living and working in Germany
and Switzerland and missing her friends at Whitworth. Mark Wolf and Gretchen E. Rose, '95, will
marry on May 28 and Mark has been accepted at
the University of Washington School of Medicine.
Anna (Nelson) and Robin Kenney live in Spokane,
where Anna works half-time in Continuing Studies
and is enrolled in the Master's in Counseling and
Guidance program at Whitworth.
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The Master's Degree in International Management
• Strategic international management skills
• Foreign business language and cultural study
• Accelerated IS-month track
• Internships and career placement assistance
• Scholarships available
For more information, contact Dr. Dan Sanford, director
Whitworth Graduate Program m lntcrnational Management
Whitworth College, Spokane, Washington 99251-2704
Call (509) 466-3742.
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